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EDITORIAL
Dear
Readers

Assam reeled under
s o m e u n t o wa r d
incidents. As a mob
was fired at by
P o l i c e a n d
photograph of one
of the journalist's
jumping over a victim's body lay on ground dead,
made appearance in international media,
reactions were normal. There were calls of boycott
of Indian goods in Kuwait and protests. In Gulf
approx. For 3 million Indians live and work there
such incidents may impact their prospects and
strong friendship that we have with Mid-east
strengthened by Modi 1.0.
Withdrawal symptoms continue to plague and
obscure the Taliban's capture to power in
Afghanistan or probably handed over bilaterally
between US and Taliban treaty by Biden. Its
recognition continues to be in question world over.
The turmoil spells trouble of terror on Indian
borders from three sides, Taliban, Pakistan and
Chinese PLA (already facing Indian Military from
Galwan to Arunachal).
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progress and try to non-align with blocks that
work for their advantage than of any other
country. India has its mass which cannot be
threatened by anyone. Our market is gigantic used
by advanced economies for their good. Ever
grande's $ 305 bndebt is half of Lehman's 639bn
which shook off the world and triggered economic
downturn.
Lakhimpur-Kheri reverberated for too many
wrong reasons, investigations would probably
reveal the culprits. Tikait mediated a 45 lakh
compensation to dead and 10 lakh to injured. It
was a blot on the entire farm protests. Is Tikait
really leading farmers' protest or playing with
them in exposing them with so many risks?
After a downward trend, Kashmir again showed
some spurt in targeted killings of migrant labour. A
number of army personnel were also killed in
encounters to wipe out militants and decimating
of terrorists. The developments at LAC where 13
Military talks with PLA resulted in failures is
worrisome as China entices Bhutan on Dhoklam.
With farm laws having been taken back,
Government can now have a big breather.

Manish Kumar
Managing Editor

Harmony among States, inter-relationship and
promise of an egalitarian environment where
d e m o g ra p h i c d iv i d e n d c a n c o n t r i b u t e ,
irrespective of its caste, creed and language in
nation building. The fringe incidents of an
apparent law and order situation would better be
avoided.
'Ever grande' moment of China need not bemuse
us. We should follow our own path of harmony and
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'Nykaa' Falguni Nayar
breaks glass ceiling :
Becomes India's Richest Woman

Shivani Chouhan • 2nd Cabin Attendant at IndiGo

After listing of her debut IPO at National
Stock Exchange, Falguni Nayar, the
cosmetics and fashion retailer “Nykaa”
valued at @ $7.4 billion for her & husband's
52.6% combined stake.
In fact Nayar, 58 the founder, MD and CEO of
Nykaa, became a billionaire even before
listing at NSE through private placement in
June that valued Nykaa at $2.3 billion,
giving her a net worth of $1.1 billion, the
richest self-made woman in India.
The IPO opened open from October 28November 1, and was subscribed 88 times.
She has surpassed Kiran Mazumdar Shaw
the erstwhile holder of the richest self
made women in India. From an investment
banker with Kotak Mahindra Bank, turned
entrepreneur her just 9 year journey has
been stellar. Catapulting her stock's m'cap
by 1 lakh crores immediately as trading
began she deserves to be largest cosmetics
e-tailer of India.
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(InterGlobe Aviation Ltd)

“I'm so happy to tell you all that I've inally
passed all my exams today. I would de initely
like to say that It's not easy to become a cabin
crew, we're trained to deliver baby on board,
handle heart attack on board, be it any medical
condition or any safety issue we're trained for
all of those and trust me before joining this
industry this job was just a glamorous job for
me because we wear makeup and travel all
over the world but then as a human nature we
have a tendency to think that "grass is always
greener on other side" until and unless we're
sitting on the other side of the garden. But
when I stepped into this cabin crew world then
I realized after all the sleepless nights,
studying for all the techniques of evacuation
within 90 seconds, no It's not easy at all.
I would say we're heroes at 35000ft who can
save life of 200-300 passengers. Today after
passing safety, irst aid, security assessments,
the feeling is indescribable. I can't wait to ly
again like a bird who owns the sky and yes
that's my place.”
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President DACAAI Shri Amit Bajaj and Secretary Shri
Suraj Agrawal met the Union Minister of Civil Aviation,
Shri Jyotiraditya M Scindia on 27th October, 2021.
DACAAI representatives apprised the Minister with the
issues and challenges being faced by domestic air cargo
service providers. Shri Amit Bajaj informed various
impediments relating to infrastructure and processing of
cargo at airports and suggested measures to achieve
smooth operations.
Besides, he stated that DACAAI's aim was to increase
domestic air cargo footprint in India by attract more
products move by air especially the agri-horti produce,
aquaculture, ish and ish products and other perishables.
With increased volumes airlines could get additional
revenue; utilise light and freighter capacity optimally;
common user terminal operators could have increased
throughput and additional revenues; and the customer
gets facilitated with higher standards of service. Shri
JyotiradityaScindia assured DACAAI to address the issue
of improved infrastructure, ef iciency and service
standards at Common User Domestic air cargo terminals.
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Sustainability becoming Most
Important among airports
An excerpt from “ACI Insights” by Ilia Lioutov
Director, Economics and Policy, ACI World.
“In 2019—immediately before the pandemic—the
aviation sector generated US$3.5 trillion in economic
activity, representing 4.5% of global GDP. The transport of
9.1 billion air passengers and US$6.5 trillion in goods also
supported 87.7 million jobs around the world. A
signi icant proportion of these jobs, estimated at around
60%, concentrate on the airport site, making the airport
sector an indispensable node of aviation employment.”
The typical airport hub has as many as 40,000 employees
working on site. These include airport operator
employees and contracted staﬀ, people from airlines,
ground handling companies, providers of commercial
services such as retail, car parking, food and beverage,
government employees, and many others. As such,
airports are meaningful nexuses of people and businesses
and are often unique ecosystems, as exempli ied by the
concept of aerotropolis—fostering speedy connectivity to
private individuals and the corporate sector, and creating
value through economies of scale, scope, density, and
speed.
As any other mature industry, airports put sustainability
at the very core o f their business and future
developments, as testi ied in their Environmental, Social,
and Corporate Governance (ESG) reports, Task Force on
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB), International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) and other information
disclosure vehicles. While some reporting standards
focus almost exclusively on the environmental aspects of
sustainability, others encompass the three pillars.
The typical airport hub has as many as 40,000 employees
working on site. These include airport operator
employees and contracted staﬀ, people from airlines,
ground handling companies, providers of commercial
services such as retail, car parking, food and beverage,
government employees, and many others. As such,
airports are meaningful nexuses of people and businesses
and are often unique ecosystems, as exempli ied by the
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concept of aerotropolis—fostering speedy connectivity to
private individuals and the corporate sector, and creating
value through economies of scale, scope, density, and
speed.
Sustainability Strategy for Airports Worldwide
This article highlights a simple yet important
transformation of information disclosure in the airport
sector—from one that is inance-based towards a multidimensional framework that combines airport inancials
with the ESG aspects of its business. However, this
transformation is also a testament to the constantly
evolving nature of the airport industry and the new set of
challenges the industry is facing—from an objective need
to tackle environmental issues to a creative pursuit of new
ways to engage with local communities.
The airport industry is undergoing a signi icant
transformation; airports are becoming more digital,
innovative, technologically advanced, contactless, and
people oriented. All these transformations are
superimposed on airports' commitment to sustainability.
Airports are set to face an ambitious agenda for the years
to come, and these ambitions are fully aligned with the UN
SDGs: airports are here to support economic and social
development and provide opportunities and connectivity,
and ESG disclosures are the right tool to facilitate this
transformation and growth.
As any other mature industry, airports put sustainability
at the very core of their business and future
developments, as testi ied in their Environmental, Social,
and Corporate Governance (ESG) reports, Task Force on
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board (SASB), International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) and other information
disclosure vehicles. While some reporting standards
focus almost exclusively on the environmental aspects of
sustainability, others encompass the three pillars.
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Freightwalla Introduces
AI-Powered Cargo Tracker
to help MSME Exporters
& Importers
and allied parties. Businesses can avail of the
service at zero cost for tracking up to 20
containers per month.

Mr. Sanjay Bhatia, Co-founder & CEO

Continuing on its vision to create
transparent and sustainable supply
chains by oﬀering real-time
intelligence, Freightwalla introduces a
predictive analytics tool to enable
logistics management with ondemand tracking, live updates, and
proactive issue resolution.
India's leading digital freight forwarder
Freightwalla has launched a free supply chain
automation platform, an intelligent shipment
tracking service for MSME businesses.
An advanced predictive analytics system will
help exporters/importers to combat risk
associated with shipment delays and improve
supply chain ef iciency free of cost. The
intelligent cargo navigation service backed by
the latest ML algorithm will be available to all
shippers, including local and global exporters

According to the Maritime Executive, on
average, "Four out of every ten containers (39
per cent) missed their scheduled sailing. At the
same time, some signi icant carriers and ports
reported rollover rates of over 50 per cent.”
Whereas according to Sea-Intelligence's
Global Liner Performance (GLP) report,
"Global shipping line schedule reliability has
dropped to 34.9% in January 2021, the lowest
in history.”
To d a y, s h i p p e r s d e a l w i t h m u l t i p l e
u n c e r t a i n t i e s l i ke s p a c e c o n s t ra i n t s ,
equipment shortage, congestion at
origin/destination ports, higher freight rates,
and shipment delays. Furthermore, limited
visibility into the movement of goods has also
made tracking the shipment cumbersome and
time-consuming.
This has necessitated managers and cargo
owners to consolidate data from multiple
sources through process-intensive tasks such
as phone calls, browsing websites and e-mail
communications. Without real-time insights
o n c a r g o m o ve m e n t , h a n d l i n g t h e s e
challenges is extremely dif icult and negatively
impacts the entire business.
Armed with a host of advanced tech features,
the tracking service aims to resolve the
challenges logistics managers face in the wake
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of the current global crisis in the EXIM
industry. The tracking system records
multiple data points over the complete
shipment journey. The platform will employ
ML (Machine Learning) algorithms capable of
predicting shipment delays based on satellite
tracking, port congestion, and other signals. It
will thus oﬀer access to predictive analytics to
combat risks related to shipment schedules
based on historical distribution.
Besides oﬀering real-time tracking and ETA
through a single dashboard, the tracker will
also provide additional services such as
carrier performance evaluation, predictive
analytics to combat risks, and carrier schedule
plan to optimize the supply chain. The service
will be available to not only the cargo owners
booking shipments through Freightwalla, but
also the exporters/importers who wish to
avail an intelligent tracking tool to plan and
execute shipments eﬀectively, regardless of
the service provider they choose to work with.
Commenting on the development, Mr. Sanjay
Bhatia, Co-founder & CEO, Freightwalla, said,
“The pandemic has completely changed the
dynamics of world trade whereby the need for
real-time tracking and intelligent postshipment solutions have become even more
crucial. Tracking as a Service is a new-age
disruptive technology that will enable smart
tracking and oﬀer advanced predictive
analytics, thus empowering exporters to
undertake intelligent and informed decisions.
It is now more critical than ever to be able to
pre-empt logistics challenges so that the
buyer-supplier relationship is not hindered by
the uncertainties of today's shipping industry.
Enhanced visibility and real-time intelligence
will help drive transparency and sustainability
across supply chains, thereby paving the way
for healthy business ties.”
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'Freightwalla' has partnered with over 60
shipping lines to enable exporters and
importers to track containers across multiple
carriers seamlessly from a single platform.
The service will oﬀer a uni ied and real-time
view of all shipments, including transhipment
carrier tracking for advanced supply chain
planning and eliminate manual tracking.
Besides, the platform will capture several data
points such as shipment departure, arrival
time, and ports visited.
The digital freight forwarder aims to bring
transparency and visibility in the shipping and
logistics sector, modernize the operations
across the supply chain and contribute to the
government's Ease of Doing Business in India.
Headquartered in Mumbai, Freightwalla is
India's fastest-growing technology-enabled
freight forwarding start-up. The company
focuses on bringing increased value and
transparency to international shippers by
empowering them with state-of-the-art
technology and tools to better organize and
monitor their logistics online through its
platform frieghtwall.com
https://www.freightwalla.com/cargo-tracker

State-of-the-art world class simulators to provide advanced ﬂight training for Airbus 320, Boeing 737, Q 400 & ATR 600

PSU's Move
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PowerGrid's 250th Substation successfully
inaugurated from National Transmission
Asset Management Centre
Remote operation of 250th Sub-station of POWERGRID (765/400 kV Khetri Sub-station,
Rajasthan) has been successfully inaugurated from POWERGRID's National Transmission Asset
Management Centre (NTAMC) at Manesar.
This seminal event was set in motion by CMD, POWERGRID, today, in presence of the Director
(Operations) & Director (Projects).
CMD appreciated the technological progress which showcases a step towards a Digital
POWERGRID.
This has added another feather to Company's cap in terms of digitalisation and technological
innovation, which is at par with international best practises.
The event was organised as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, marking 75 years of India's
Independence.

BHEL organises irst of its kind industryacademia interface event
As part of 'Azadi ka AmritMahotsav' BHEL, in a irst-of-its-kind initiative to
boost the spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation, organised a 5-day online
Internship cum Training programme for engineering students. Aimed at
strengthening collaboration between Academia and Industry, the programme named
'Kaushal' was organised through the 'SanRachna' portal.
The programme provided an early opportunity, especially to irst and second-year
engineering students, to learn directly from industry experts through live and interactive
sessions. Through the programme, students gained irst-hand experience of ‘design to
manufacturing’ industrial practices, technologies and emerging trends.
The programme oﬀered eight diﬀerent modules, covering diﬀerent facets of Power and
Industry. The programme saw an overwhelming response with around 1200 students
attending the same. Certi icates of completion were provided to the participants upon its
successful completion.
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PFC inaugurates 33/11 KV

First GIS Sub-station in Jaipur
33/11 KV GIS Sub-station under the IPDS scheme of Government of India was inaugurated at Jaipur in
Rajasthan on October 30. Power Finance Corporation Ltd. (PFC), a Maharatna CPSE company and India's
leading power sector focused non-banking inancial irm, is the Nodal Agency for the project executed under
IPDS scheme and Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (JVVNL) is the implementing agency for the project.
The 33/11 KV GIS Sub-station was inaugurated virtually by Dr B.D. Kalla, Power Minister, Government of
Rajasthan in presence of Shri Bhaskar Sawant, Chairman Discoms, Shri Navin Arora, MD, JVVNL, Shri Ameen
Qazi, MLA, Kishan Pole, Shri DC Aggarwal, Chief Engineer, Jaipur Zone, Shri DK Sharma, CE, PPM, Shri AK
Tyagi, SE, Jaipur City and Senior Of icers from Power Finance Corporation Limited as part of 'Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav' celebrations that marks 75 years of India's independence.
The 33/11 KV GIS Sub-station inaugurated at the Janana Hospital premise of the state capital is Rajasthan's
irst GIS sub-station built in with an investment of Rs 8.00 crore. The sub-station will bene it close to 5000
households in the surrounding area of Chandpol in Jaipur with ef icient power supply. The state of the art
sub-station is SCADA enabled and was commissioned through a remote control. The functioning of the GIS
sub-station can be controlled by the central control room from remote location.

ONGC Creates a Record Net Pro it
amongst Indian Companies :
With Highest Net Pro it in
Q 2 at Rs.18,347 crores
ONGC beats Reliance
Industries for once

BPCL on fast
track to
disinvestment

ONGC (Oil & Natural Gas Corporation) declared
highest ever July-September 2021 quarter Net
Pro it amounting to Rs.18347. ONGC also became
the only company to do so among any Indian
company. The quarter pro it increased by 565%
over the previous quarter of April-June, 2020
which was Rs. 2758 crores. There was a 44%
surge in Revenues of ONGC to Rs. 24,353 from
Rs.16,917 crores in corresponding 2020
revenue.

Under the new Minister, Hardeep S Puri, The Oil
Ministry is pushing the disinvestment process to
be completed within the iscal year 2021-22. US
Funds – Apollo Global, I Squared Capital and
Vedanta Group had shown interest in acquiring
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited in the
apaced disinvestment process of oil companies
of India. Last year these suitors had submitted
initial bids for 52.98% stake sale owned by
Government of India.BPCL is the3rd largest oil
re iner company.

The reasons for the new record, despite some
production losses, is stated to be due to ONGC
opting for Lower Tax Regime, reworking tax
liabilities and most importantly on the back of
high oil prices. Earlier record pro it was made by
Reliance Industries amounting to Rs.15,479
during April-June quarter in 2021.

It is also 2nd ranked as the oil retailer. thirdbiggest oil re iner and second-largest fuel
retailer.Transaction Advisors are initiating
action including the process of due diligence by
the probable suitors.
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Connectivity pact with India to be a key
element of EU's Global Gateway initiative:
The India-European Union (EU) Connectivity
Partnership will be a vital component of the EU's
Global Gateway initiative that aims to create 'links and
not dependencies' through investments in quality
infrastructure in order to connect goods, services,
institutions, banks, businesses and people across the
world, according to Ugo Astuto, Ambassador,
Delegation of the European Union to India and
Bhutan.
Launching a report by the RIS titled 'India-EU
Connectivity on 29 October, 2021 : Partnership for
Development, Demand and Democracy', Ambassador
Astuto said leveraging the strengths of the European
Investment Bank and the private sector will be key to
eﬀective implementation of the India-EU Connectivity
Partnership.
Speaking at the event organised by the RIS, Mr
Sandeep Chakravorty, Joint Secretary (Europe West),
Ministry of External Aﬀairs, said India and the EU have
ensured that their bilateral Connectivity Partnership
was of a 'high standard' and focuses on people-topeople connectivity as well as mobility. The bilateral
Partnership has spurred similar ideas in other
countries and regions for reasons including the
importance of forging 'secure and trusted' supply
chains, he added. Mr Chakravorty said there is a plan
to launch an India-EU 'Connectivity Forum' soon to
take forward viable projects in this context.
Ambassador (Dr) Mohan Kumar, Chairman, RIS,
highlighted the strategic importance of the India-EU
Connectivity Partnership and stressed the need to
expedite negotiations on India-EU trade and
investment pacts to ably support the implementation
of the bilateral connectivity agreement. Professor
Sachin Chaturvedi, Director General, RIS, said the RIS
report has an in-depth coverage and analysis of IndiaEU trade and investment, areas of cooperation in
connectivity as well as ways to use connectivity for
sustainable development and green transition by
leveraging Science, Technology and Innovation (STI).
He said the report also looks at alternative energy
resources such as green hydrogen, solar and other
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kinds of non-conventional energy, in addition to
inancial connectivity from the institutional
perspective where linkages between inancial
institutions, banks and providers of intech have been
examined in detail.
During the subsequent panel discussion, Ms Bhaswati
Mukherjee, former Ambassador of India to the
Netherlands, pointed out the convergence between
India and the EU on connectivity principles including
on sustainability. She said the partnership agreement
will be able to address the emerging challenges
including that of inancial and environmental
sustainability. Professor Gulshan Sachdeva,
Chairperson, Centre for European Studies, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, said the India-EU Connectivity
Partnership has huge potential and geo-political value
with regard to enhancing connectivity in third
countries as well, and will be an alternative to the Belt
and Road Initiative of China.
Dr Constantino Xavier, Fellow, Centre for Social and
Economic Progress, said since the bilateral
connectivity partnership is based on democratic
principles and lays emphasis on interoperability, in
addition to transparency and good governance, it
could help set regional standards and even help in the
formation of a global connectivity partnership.
Another important aspect was the decision of India
and the EU to ensure that they, at a governmental level,
will lead and facilitate, but not play an overwhelming
role.
Professor S. K. Mohanty, RIS, mentioned that
technology intensive trade is at the core of India-EU
trade, while there are complementarities in their
bilateral services trade. Speaking about the trends in
development inance, Dr Priyadarshi Dash, Associate
Professor, RIS, said there is now a focus on ESG
(Environmental, Social, and Governance) norms. He
observed that there was a need for greater inancial
connectivity between India and the EU in order to help
both the sides achieve their full potential including on
intech.

Trade Promotion Council of India
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The Climate Challenge

An investment of US$ 500 billion is required for transition
to hydrogen energy: BJP national spokesperson
Trade Promotion Council of India (TPCI), organised a webinar
on “Hydrogen: The key to a carbon free future on 28 November,
2021.” engaging keynote speaker Gopal Krishna Agarwal,
National Spokesperson – Economic Aﬀairs, BJP; Sturle
Pedersen Chairman of the Board; Greenstat Hydrogen India Pvt
Ltd; Umesh Sahdev, Executive Chairman, Hydrogenium
Resources Pvt Ltd; Shirish S Garud, Director, Renewable Energy
Technologies, TERI and representatives from TPCI.
Delivering his keynote address, Gopal Krishna Agarwal said,
“The top leadership of the country is committed to the challenge
of renewable energy and green energy including environmental
concerns. Due to this commitment and leadership role taken by
our Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, we have seen that after
COP21, India has taken some bold steps in meeting emission
norms. After the Paris Climate Change Summit, India's
emissions have come down by 28% since their levels in 2005,
according to a report. We are almost on the verge of achieving
the target of reducing emissions by 30% by 2030.”
Further, Agarwal expressed, “India's per capita energy
consumption is 30% lower than the world average. This is likely
to double in the coming years as India industrialises and
becomes an attractive destination for setting up of
manufacturing industries.” Though there are numerous
challenges at present related to the deployment of hydrogen
energy, it has huge scope for private investment and can bring
great rewards for the country such as ushering in energy
security and decarbonisation. An investment of US$ 500 billion
is required to make this transition to hydrogen energy, he
added.
Agarwal opined, “If we have an integrated approach with regard
to mergers and acquisition, bring better innovation and
research, production challenges will be met. We need more
sources of low-cost funding to propel a robust hydrogen
economy in the country and the government is taking steps
towards that. It is focusing on building a manufacturing base in
India and upgrading the power system in the country.” The
government is coming out with a new Industrial Policy and a
new Logistics Policy. These policies can have a clause on
hydrogen. With these policies, many concerns such as those
related to transportation and raw materials will be addressed,
he added.
Sturle Pedersen, Chairman of the Board, Greenstat Hydrogen
India Pvt Ltd. noted, “The International Energy Agency in 2050
predicted that green hydrogen will be more than 20% of the
energy mix. It means India will produce a lot of renewable
energy, but you cannot put it on the grid as the grid is almost
exhausted and we have to ind new ways and build new
infrastructure. The Indian government can learn from other
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countries. Norway and other countries, which are doing well in
the renewable sector, realise that the public and private sector
have to work in collaboration with their research institutes and
universities."
Shirish S. Garud, Director, Renewable Energy Technologies,
TERI said, “Currently, India uses 6.9 million tonnes of hydrogen,
particularly in fertilizers (44% consumption) and re ineries
(53% consumption) sector. If 10% of this comes from green
hydrogen, that is going to create a huge market for India. Apart
from these two sectors, hydrogen can be used in the steel
industry (350-400 MT production by 2050 is estimated, double
the current amount) and electric vehicles industry.
Representing the voice of industry, Umesh Sahdev, Executive
Chairman, Hydrogenium Resources Pvt Ltd, said, “The
International Solar Alliance created a totally diﬀerent place for
India in the renewable scenario. That model can be duplicated
in hydrogen too. If we are able to create the Hydrogen alliance,
where there will be sharing of technology and resources in the
complete value chain of hydrogen, I think that is where the
whole solution will come very handy.”
Virat Bahri, Deputy Director, TPCI & Editor, India Business &
Trade, stated that, “The path to a green hydrogen economy is
extremely challenging due to practical issues like storage,
renewable energy capacity, transportation, etc. But with the
strong backing of the government, interest by industry and R&D
impetus, we are positive that this sector will be a potential
weapon to mitigate climate change.”
India is taking various measures to bring down its carbon
emissions. For example, it has partnered with France to set up
the Global Solar Alliance headquartered in India. Another
important target for India is to have 85% of its electricity
demand being met from renewable energy. India is also
committed to the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals. Therefore, the UN has designated India as a global
champion for energy transition under the current government.
It is also ranked third in the Renewable Energy Attractiveness
Index, Agarwal noted.
Over 44% of India's energy composition is based on coal – a
fossil fuel causing climate hazard. Oil constitutes more than
25% in this composition. Currently, the oil prices are
skyrocketing and India's import dependence for crude oil is
quite high, which is hurting its economy. Bioenergy accounts for
21% of this share, CNG is 5.8%, hydro-energy (where India has a
large potential), nuclear and solar energy are very low in the
country presently. This shows that we have a lot of scope for
renewable energy sources like hydrogen & it will be a game
changer for the energy sector.
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Logistics automation startup
Shyplite launches 9 ful ilment
centres in India
global markets. Shyplite is also aiming at
expanding its workforce at ful ilment centers
and adding up-to 100 employees in the next 18
months.

Shyplite is a 4PL AI-powered logistics platform
that enables businesses to automate their
logistics and increase shipping ef iciency by
providing a single-window platform integrated
with multiple carriers. Today, they have
announced the launch of its 9 new ful illment
centres across Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, and
Bengaluru.
The centres combined are spread across 2 lac sq.
ft area with the capacity to store 1.5 cr- 2 cr units
and will house products across categories
including fashion, apparel, accessories, home
furnishing, decor, packed non-perishables,
cosmetics etc.
Shyplite is actively working towards meeting
rising demands of over 100,000+ sellers on its
platform and is aiming at expanding into six
more cities in coming months. Industry reports
suggest that eCommerce shipments are
expected to increase to over 5000 mn by 2025.
With these decentralized ful illment networks,
the businesses will be able to provide a faster,
eﬀective, and seamless consumer experience
and support their growth vision.
Shyplite has already shipped more than 50
million orders till date across domestic and
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On the launch of these new ful illment centres
Parinay Itkan, Founder & COO, Shyplite said “We
are committed to help the businesses scale
eﬀectively with strong supply chain models and
with the launch of our ful ilment centers, we
have taken another step in that direction.
This network of nine ful ilment centres spread
across a combined area of 2 lac sq. ft will provide
sellers with end-to-end services like packaging,
transportation and logistics while generating
work opportunities for diverse personnel across
regions. While we continue to prioritise the
safety of our teams and customers, we are
con ident that the expansion will help us
enhance customer experience.”
Shyplite's ful illment centres will help its
customers as well as partners to gain a
competitive edge in reaching a larger volume of
customers, faster and more aﬀord ably.
Inventory management in today's time is a
prevalent operational problem for many online
stores but is an essential component of
cultivating t he best possible customer
experience.
Shyplite's ful illment centers will make the
customers/partners inventory management
simpler, helping them save time and are able to
focus on other areas of their business. Shyplite
empowers its sellers with courier partners
across 27,000+ pin codes across India.

Auto
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Global Automobiles production
to be lesser by 8 million
Automakers globally, may lose $ 210 billion
in revenues during 2021 as shortage of
semiconductors and other supply chain
disruptions which is nearly 2x of estimations
made earlier this year, consulting irm
Alixpartners informed at Detroit.
As per Alixpartners said semiconductor is
one shortage aﬀecting the auto
manufacturers across the world. Besides,
high prices and tight supplies of
commodities used in manufacturing cars,
two wheelers, trucks etc such as steel and
plastic resins are added woes which are
pushing the cost of manufacturing. The
manufacturers are forced to downsize the
production targets.
I n I n d i a i t i s eve n wo r k i n g d o u b ly
disadvantageous where the companies like
Ford have decided to call oﬀ their presence
totally in India. All other manufacturers like
Honda, Hyundai, Maruti, Mahindra and two
wheeler makers all have scaled down their
production budgets and number of units.
Loss of production of auto vechicles may
total up to to 7.7 million during 2021
globally. The forecasters have said that the
shortages are likely to continue until 2022.
Due to this disruption in supply and
production lines of automobiles there is all
round increase in costs which even may
aﬀect demand side factors while consumers
both individuals and organisations are
coming out of Covid pandemic induced
losses.

Semiconductors shortages to last
Aluminium capacitors have extensive use in
5 G n e t wo rks , i n wo rk- f ro m - h o m e
electronics, e-vehicles, and renewable
e n e r g y t e c h n o l o g y. D e m a n d f o r
semiconductors has registered increase YoY.
However, manufacture and supplies of
aluminium has been shut or worked under
capacity due to oﬀ and on lockdowns
starting January, 2020 pandemic.
A Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA)
and Boston Consulting Group (BCG) study
underlined supply chain disruption due to
f r e e t ra d e a n d m o ve m e n t g l o b a l ly.
Production of semiconductors suﬀered in all
countries resulting in partial shutting down
plants. In a worst case, Ford Motors had to
close shop accentuated with multiple
factors.
Bulk Chip manufacturers China, Japan,
Malaysia, Korea, Taiwan and Indonesia had
to cut down production by 50-60%. With
lead times stretching to even over 6 months
experts suggest the problem would continue
until 2022 by which time either covid would
have been controlled or full or additional
production capacity would be available.
Japan's Chemi-Con, Nichicon and Panasonic
had to close their facilities in Malaysia in July
and August, 2021. Rubycon along with two
Japanese facilities in Indonesia accounted
for over 50% of world's aluminium capacitor
production.
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Domestic Air Cargo holds tremendous
potential :Can provide a big boost to
Aviation Footprint

Suraj Agrawal, Secretary, DACAAI responds to “infraLOG's
Managing Editor, Manish Kumar.

Domestic Freight Forwarders
faced pre pandemic and what are
they now?

Since 2010-11 to 2020-21 domestic air cargo
has increased almost 3 times. In spite of Covid
pandemic, domestic cargo was 1.32 MMT
during 2021 and is expected @ 3.5 MMT
during 2030. Therefore, infrastructure needs
to be created commensurate with this trend.

H ow h a s d o m e s t i c a i r c a rg o
business performed during covid?
Transportation and domestic air cargo
Business during Covid since March 2020 had
been aﬀected severely. During covid too the
domestic air cargo and multimodal
transportation suﬀered. Due to Covid
restrictions in various states on movement of
trucks, shortage of drivers due virus
infections, grounding of lights etc. severely
impacted domestic air cargo business across
country.
Many DACAAI Member service providers had
practically no cash lows and there was
working capital shortage as payments for
service rendered were not forthcoming from
customers and most industries were shut.
However, as the business restarts and
economy revives, we surely see an increase in
the domestic sector.

What were the challenges that
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Domestic air cargo Agents Association of India
(DACAAI) has suggested various measures
since pre pandemic time to address challenges
which are hampering growth of this highly
potential sector such as augmentation of
infrastructure at the Common User domestic
air cargo Terminals across India; improve
availability of adequate handling equipments
including more XRay machines and staﬀ
shortages which aﬀected ef iciency of air
transport; issues like rationalising GST rate
with Road sector (which is 5% without ITC) as
against 18% by air; and exempting agri-horti
and perishables from 18% GST at par with
Road/Rail transport. If these measures are
taken, the domestic air cargo tonnage can
double which is good for growth of aviation.

Are these challenges
infrastructure - related?
Basically the challenges relate to augmenting
infrastructure commensurate with the
quantum of Domestic air cargo which has
increased three-fold during 2010-20. Due to
de icient infrastructure there are congestions.

Speedy and ef icient movement of air cargo
with least transit time is the essence of the air
carriage for the premium paid by the
customers.
Domestic air cargo competes with air carriage.
Road transport is becoming a lot ef icient with
high speed trucking. Therefore, air cargo must
bring rapid changes in reducing transit times
at CUTs. As it is a considerable amount of
domestic cargo has shifted to Road.

Now that a subgroup has been
formed by MoCAfor reviving
domestic cargo
what are
DACAAI expectations?
DACAAI thanks the MoCA for appointing the
Sub-Group.The Sub Group is deliberating on
various issues and suggestions brought up by
DACAAI. Its report is awaited.

What help do you require from
the civil aviation ministry/
government for growth ?
A s r e q u e s t e d b y DA C A A I , M o C A h a s
constituted the Sub Group to go into all
aspects, and we are hopeful to have the issues
resolved.
Domestic air cargo sector has tremendous
potential for growth. If we can take certain
measures suggested by DACAAI, improve CUT
infrastructure, introduce modern technology,
rationalise handling charges, airfreight and
align GST rates as per Road sector, the
quantum of domestic movement can double,
bene itting airlines, Terminal operators and
aviation footprint.

Wonder Future Fuel
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Hydrogen Fuel Hope to Reverse
Climate Change
20 Countries have announced ban on Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE) by 2035. Electri ication of long haul trains is
dif icult. Role of Renewable Energy source, 'Hydrogen' as
environmentally friendly with zero carbon emission and
cheaper than fossil fuels is vital to stop ill eﬀects of climate
change.
What is surprising is H2 can be used for all energy, industrial
production applications, running large trucks, public
passenger vehicles and trains; from re ining to chemical
production. To further energy and climate objectives, H2
fuel has numerous applications besides transport vehicles in
oil re ining, chemical production, industrial production,
Injecting H2 in gas grid, electricity storage, synthetic fuel
manufacture, industrial steel manufacture etc.
Pre-covid, by 2018-19 the target was to build at least 20%
hydrogen fuel stations. By 2020-23 a number of countries
are expected to have H2 fuel illing stations. Currently, Japan
has 113 H2 fuel stations, US 64, Germany 14. China is leader
in running H2-public buses and ahead in the race for running
H2 fuel trains. Alstom has planned to run 2, H2 fuelled trains
in Germany during 2021. H2 interest in India has been
rekindled by Nitin Gadkari, MoRTH who said that Hydrogen
fuel could be a revolution. While there are some dif iculties
in process of capturing hydrogen with regard to cost of
converting hydrogen fuel.
The electrolysis process produces cheaper hydrogen. What
is the best process i.e polymer electrolyte membrane
electrolysis versus alkaline electrolysis?
Therefore, capacity building in 'electrolysis process' is
needed. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and other R&D
organisations across the world are doing research in how to
convert high carbon H2 in to low carbon H2.
IEA (project data base) reveals that there are projects
around the world for energy production of approximately
15MW of power using Hydrogen. This has increased from 1
MW (.5MW plant) in 2010 to 25 MW in 2019 (6MW plant);
10Mw plants by Japan in 2020 to a 20 MW single plant under
construction by Canada.
In 2019 6 LCH projects of 350,000 MT were announced
across the world. In 2020 North Sea countries have
announced 20 LCH projects equalling 350,000. H2 is net zero
emission fuel and can be the most needed disruption and
promise to save the world from climate change. There were
25210 FCEVs - fuel cell electric vehicles in Asia in 2019 up
from 12390 in 2010. Asia leads in FCEVs. US has announced
that it will have 1/3 of all electric vehicles.
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India leads the charge at
Glasgow : PM Modi
commits India to Net
ero Emissions by 2070

'Maersk Jubilation' at
$ 5.9 Bn EBIT Q3
Earnings
The Danish Integrated Shipping giant and world
leader, A P Moller Maersk no doubt must be
Jubilant earning a record pro it 5.9 Bn EBIT Q3/21
Earnings which is a record in 117 years of its
existence. Further, Maersk has gone to acquire
Senator International a German freight forwarder
further integrating its shipping and air freight
business.
Soren Skou, the CEO has also warned that there
was no end to the shipping and logistics crisis that
began with the covid restrictions involving
congestion at the US Long Beach and LA Ports,
shortage of containers and staﬀ. The waiting
queue increased from 60-80 ships. As there is a
fervent trade revival activity across, the crisis is
there to continue for long.
The boost in earnings of most front line shipping
companies and Maersk is a result of covid
pandemic and lurry of , the prices too went
skyrocketing throwing shippers oﬀ the lane,
shipping costs derailing the logistics costs vis a vis
the value of merchandise, delays, clogging of ports,
supply chain disruptions, container shortage, port
congestion& loss of orders.
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India leads the charge at Glasgow. PM Modi committed
India's eﬀorts to reach the goal of net zero carbon
emissions he emphasised that the advanced countries
must do more.
According to a report from HSBC Plc Holdings & BCG
has stated that while many organisations have started
to address their direct emissions, most have not done
enough towards their indirect emissions (including
emissions apportionable to their suppliers). The paper
looks and focusses on two industry sectors, i) the
highly fragmented textile sector; and ii) the global
automobile sector. While both combined together
share 5% global GDP, their challenges to reducing
carbon footprint emanate from the structure of their
supplier networks. While textiles oﬀer to tackle
smaller units to reduce carbon footprint, to do same
thing in auto supplier's manufacturing units is a
dif icult task.
An important segment that accounts for close to 80%
carbon emissions is, Supply Chains. The report states
that in order to tackle huge carbon impact of supply
chains a $ 100 trillion may be needed to be deployed for
next 30 years. With unpredictable climate changes
taking place on the planet, the question is whether that
kind of moneys are commitable by the economies or
whether 'climate change' will give that much leverage
to wait up to 2070 for us to deploy what it takes.

NMP
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Contracting Role of AAI in
Airport Assets
Airports Authority of India is packaging 13 airports in six
buckets with a mix of a pro itable and an under/underperforming airport to be monetised through the PPPOMDA : Operation, Management and Development
Agreement model. “Ministry of Civil Aviation is hopeful to
monetise these 13 Airports in this iscal itself,” Mr Sanjeev
Kumar, Chairman AAI stated and the basis of bids will be
'Per Pax Revenue for 50 years concession.'
Among 25 AAI-managed airports which government is
looking to disinvest in 4-5 years include VaranasiKushinagar-Gaya; Amritsar-Kangra; Chennai, Nagpur;
Bhubaneshwar-Tirupati; Raipur-Tirupati; IndoreJabalpur; Trichy-Hubli. The tranche of divestment is
expected to bring in investments worth over Rs 20,000
crore in airport sector during 2021-25..
Divestment of Airports Authority of India's (AAI) residual
stakes in four airport JVs has also been considered under
the national monetisation pipeline (NMP). This includes
the private sector operated airports in Mumbai and Delhi
where it has 26 per cent stake each, Delhi & Hyderabad
13%.
The total AAI assets under NMPP account for 18 per cent
of the overall airport assets and contributes only a meagre
4 % input of Rs 6 lakh crore NMP announced by Nirmala
Sitharaman, FM. Airports form part of 13 prime sectors
for monetising the brown ield infrastructure assets.
Under the new line of airports in NMP are Udaipur,
Dehradun, Indore, Ranchi, Coimbatore, Jodhpur,
Vadodara, Patna, Vijayawada and Tirupati.
Development of smaller airports (no frill airports) is left
to State governments based on market needs and
availability of investors. Overall plan of government is to
create 400 air ields by 2030 to enhance air connectivity
country wide including RCS/UDAN.
During FY 2020-21, six AAI airports were leased out to
Adani Airports through PPP model, namely, Ahmedabad,
L u c k n o w, M a n g a l o r e , G u w a h a t i , J a i p u r a n d
Thiruvananthapuram.

Elon's TESLA moves upward
$1Trillion M'cap tops trilliondollar mark Hert deal
When many automakers around the world are grappling
with shortages of chips, commodities, break in supply
chains, capex problems, production cuts, TESLA only

moves up. Elon's TESLA crosses $ 1 T mark during 3rd
Quarter as it secured 100,000 eV order from Hertz. and
Following a strong third-quarter. Hertz Car Rental
company helped TESLA to achieve this unique feat. Many
such deals are awaiting to happen for TESLA.
His entry to India wooed by Nitin Gadkari may be awaiting
another feather, feat and a jump to a “Wild $ T 2imes ”
Kudos. Given the demand for eVs, thrust by Indian
Government to switch from ICE to electric transportation
in a big way by 2030, TESLA could be a bridge to reach the
goal. It also opens up a big opportunity for business of
storage batteries, push to vehicle scrappage policy and
ancillary activity.
infraLOG calls TESLA, CEO Elon ('Alien') Musk for the
incredible innovations in eVs and his scaling up the
production like no other manufacturer. His tweet is surely
a "Wild $T1mes "

“DigiSaksham” launched” by
Minister of Labour &
Employment
Speaking at a programme to launch of “DigiSaksham”
initiative Union Minister for Labour and Employment,
Bhupender Yadav said, “with the fast paced technology
upgradation, constant skilling, reskilling and up skilling
have become essential for professionals and job seekers
these days.
“DigiSaksham” is government's digital skilling programme
to enhance the employability of youth by imparting digital
skills that are has become an essential requirement for the
youth, in an increasingly technology driven era.
Through this initiative, free of cost training in digital skills
including basic skills as well as advanced computing, will
be provided to more than three 300,000 lakh youths
during irst year. The jobseekers can access the training
through National Career Service (NCS) portal at
www.ncs.gov.in.
DigiSaksham is delivered with Microsoft India and is an
extension of various government's ongoing programmes
launched to support youth from rural and semi-urban
areas. The DigiSaksham initiative gives priority to the jobseekers from semi urban areas belonging to disadvantaged
communities. The programme includes those who have
lost their jobs due to Covid-19 pandemic.
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Jyotiraditya Scindia Launches Krishi Udan 2.0
The KU 2.0 has highest convergence among 8
Participating Ministries in the Scheme
I prescribe raison de'etre to you, as to why we must
have solution to the problem. There are many
reasons. we need to have better logistic systems.
Along with that we need to develop market
channels which are upto international standards.
Supply chain bottlenecks have to be alleviated. All
this we have encapsulated in 'Krishi Udan 2.0'.The
conundrum before us is of 'farm to market'.This is
the problem we want to solve, to take farmers up
the value chain.
It is wonderful to be back in FICCI after a hiatus of 2
years. We have gone through covid pandemic and
it is good to be back in normal environment. With
safeguards we put in and with the achievements of
PM Modi, we hope to return to normalcy soon.
It is good to be back here also for a new scheme
that will be harbinger of new strides of growth for
agrarian sector. You are aware agriculture sector is
bulwark of our economy. 60 % of our employment
comes from agriculture. Not only it is the largest
employer in the country but also, India is the
largest producer of milk of above110 mmt per
annum.
We are 2nd largest producer of fruits and
vegetables in the worldat170mmt. We are 3rd
largest producer of food grains, close to 300 mmt
p.a. That is asset side. There is also weakness side
or liability side, that lies in essence in the fact that
we only process close to 40 % of our production in
India. It is estimated close to $ 14 bn in terms of
wasted produce. Within that challenge lies the
opportunity for us. Not only is there loss of
manpower in man-hours but precious water
resource also gets wasted. Herein lies huge
opportunity we need to capitalise based on
solutions.
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Therein lies Sankalp of our govt.'doubling farmers
income'. It is not enough only to increase market
value of agri-produce but by creating a paradigm
shift for him; creating in lection point for farmers;
creating the value chain from production to
processing, to marketing and to ultimately last
mile sale.
Our total freight movement during 2018-2019
was 3.56 mmt. In the following year due covid
onslaught, it came down to 3.36 mmt. Of that 2
mmt is international freight and therefore, our
target is twin fold. To increase domestic freight
specially of agri-produce and also to increase
international freight. That is where PM's 'Gati
Shakti' multimodal transport logistics comes into
place.
In a country where logistics cost is 14 % when
international norm is 7-8% . Curtailing the
logistics cost will bring and beget tremendous
value not only to farmers but also to ultimate
customer.
Therefore, for last two years, Ministry of Civil
Aviation has embarked on the initiative to increase
air cargo. In that regard, Indian lag carriers had
only 8 cargo freighters which have increased to 28.
Whereas, we used to capture 2% of international
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markets we have captured28% of air cargo
market. Our work is to move forward, penetrate, to
thrust deeper to be able to provide value especially
for perishable committees. Our ministry has
embarked on “Krishi Udan 2-0”. It is our endeavour
to continue to beon the move. it is true Usha ji said,
Krishi Udan was born in Budget of 2020-21.
We have to endeavour to take a step forward. It is
not cast in stone. We must continue to evolve, we
musl learn, must talk to stakeholder stalk to
related ministries as to how can we make it more
better; incentivise it? How can we grow volumes?
in the govt we believe to transact in high volumes
and to create value to our customers. Therefore,
this event today is culmination of many
stakeholder meetings over the last 3-1/2months
when all nodal ministries sat together. I
congratulate all ministries. Seldom you see 8
ministries working together to release one
scheme that involves multi-modal logistics
mechanism and multiple stakeholders. Imperative
for that thrust is given by PM Modi. He believes in
articulation, not of govt working in silos but whole
govt approach to ind solution to problem. So,
whether it is Rajbir or members of his fraternity,
ministries who worked with MoCA to produce
Krishi Udan2.0.
The department of agriculture has come forward
innovatively and we will develop innovative SOPs
with agencies like APEDA, NHB. We will map
warehouses and synergise with schemes like egram, e-nam, rural storage etc. Every ministry has
to b r i n g s o m e t hin g to t a b le, to p rovide
convergence to the scheme.
First ministry is Agriculture. Department of
isheries has put a target of ish exports to almost 1
lakh crores by 2024-25 . We plan to engage with
sagar-mitras and ish farmers and other producer
organisation to provide synergy. Dept of Animal
Husbandry aims to doable milk processing to 128
mmt. Therefore we must identify supply chains for
transportation of not only dairy products but also
poultry products, chicks etc. Veri ication process
must be accountable to international norms.
Ministry of Tribal Aﬀairs is mapping across tribal
districts in India the perishable product, agri-

produce and developing appropriate
infrastructure for storage, processing and surface
transportation of air cargo and logistics.
Then there is DONER in North-East region which
will look into air transportation subsidy; to meet
the storage and processing charges for agriproduce emanating there. Not only we will provide
gross budget support for that but develop schemes
and try to enhance agri-produce from ne states.
The dept of Commerce will promote transport
assistance scheme from north-east andhilly
regions and prioritise registration of ish
producing organisations. Finally ministry of food
processing will revise guidelines for TomatoOnion-Potatoes; a total scheme. Along with that
we have to ensure simpli ied domestic and
international airtransport and storage scheme.
Whole govt has come together to support
stakeholders; our cargo fraternity; logistics
community; farmers; ishing community; NE &
hilly region; UT of J&Kand Ladakh; Southern
states.
Now that I have identi ied the scope of this
scheme, Ministry of Civil Aviation has clear
responsibility to pioneer the scheme. We have
taken 8 steps to make systems more leaner and
easing logistic costs. We are providing very clear
play ing ield for everyone to provide value. First is
'waiver of landing parking & TNLC charges for all
Indian registered freighters and P2Caircraft to
ensure we develop a robust air transport system.
2nd is 'hub and spoke' model like airways and
airline grid, where you have full value chain from
international wide body aircraft to narrow body
for domestic passengers to smaller regional
aircraft for 2-3 tier cities to helicopters for last
mile.
Similarly in area of cargo we plan to develop full
freight grid to enable the value systems. Airside
transit/transhipment facilities will be created at
Bagdogra, Guwahati, Leh, Srinagar, Nagpur, Nasik,
Ranchi and Raipur to start with. I am already
pleading, pursuing to many states to ensure they
reduce VAT on ATF. This will give impetus to
passenger and cargo movement.
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I must thank four states/UTswho have taken a land
mark decision to reduce VAT i.e Andaman &
Nicobar UT of J&K, Uttarakhand and Haryana. I am
in dialogue with other states to ensure economies
of scale for air pax traf ic and cargo in those states.
5th step is technical convergence like development
of e-Kaushal for Krishi Udan for holistic logistics
solutions and creating a single window system for
continuous evolution of scheme. 6th is Resource
pooling across 8 ministries with whole govt
approach. 7th : 26 airports have been identi ied in
NE- hilly tribal states and 28 other airports across
country with signi icant potential for air cargo and
logistics expansion. Finally, we must 'think global
and act local.'
To begin with, we have identi ied certain products
and certain routes to make sure we provide
tangible results. Seven target products and routes
are:
Amritsar-Dubai for baby corn; Darbhanga-rest of
India for litchi; Sikkim-rest Indiafororganic
produce; Chennai-Vizag-Kolkata-Far East for
seafood: Agartala-Delhi-Dubai for pine apple;
Dibrugarh-Delhi-Dubai for mango/oranges;
Guwahati-Hong Kong for pulses, fruits
&vegetables.
There is been huge change from Krishi Udan 1.0 to
Krishi Udan2.0. The KU 1 had a clause on incentivising movement of agri produce by air
wherein unless your freighter moved more than
50% of chargeable weight by air, one could not
avail the bene it under scheme. We have scrapped
that. Even if you move less than 50% still can avail
the incentive.
2nd: agri produce had a very broad vague notion
earlier. This time along with Ministry of
Agriculture and Food Processing, we have drilled
down that. Now, it includes horticulture, includes
ishery, livestock and processed products.
Enunciation and clarity is key to any govt
programme we brought that clarity in Krishi Udan
2.0.
3rd is in regard to strengthening cargo related
infrastructure. While KU – 1 had vague statement
'to increase width and depth for cargo related
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infrastructure';Krishi Udan -2.0gives very clear,
location by location, year by year of how we intend
to develop cargo logistics infrastructure and
airport by airport cargo terminals. We have
identi ied 33 locations i.e.13 locations in 202122;8 locations in 2022-23; additional 10 locations
in2023-24; and 2 locations in 24-25.
Finally, the diﬀerence with regard to level of
convergence, KU 2-0 talks each scheme with each
ministry involving the whole govt approach. It is
our endeavour to ensure, that we accomplish our
goal of A2A 'agriculture to aviation.'I could not see
probably two more divorced areas in economic
process. It is convergence now which comes from
three primary reasons. First from evolutionary use
of bio fuel for aircraft; 2nd,use of drones for
agriculture services, one of the deepest and
broadest area where drone will be used in
agricultural spraying of pesticides, survey, weather
forecast etc; and inally due greater integration and
value realisation of agri- produce with increased
air connectivity. An example I give is of lower
business.
In Kenya, close to Nairobi 1lakh jobs depend on
industry oﬀ lower cutting. 70% of lowers are
grown around lake Navisha. Export of fresh cut
lowers increased from 11000 mt in 1988 to 87000
mt in 2006. Then it increased to 1,60,000mt in
2020. Tonnage increased 16 times over the last 20
years. Due better road connectivity lowers are
brought to Nairobi in early morning and by same
afternoon lowers reach in eventual retail market
in Amsterdam.
There in lies the value creation between multimodal “gati shakti” the livelihood of farmers, less
wastage; greater margins. Flowers coming from
areas close to Nairobi in 8-10 hours. That is the
kind of value creation. Same value chain we would
like to create through Krishi Udan 2.0.Govt's role in
New India is not one of being regulator but a
creditable facilitator. In that light, we are on same
side of table working towards common goal, selfemployment, new startups, new entrepreneurs
creating a vibrant self-reliant, 'atmanirbhar
Bharat.
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First Hydrogen
Powered 'Olympic
lame' in Tokyo
PTI : Inspired by the sun, the Tokyo Olympic
cauldron is designed to be better for the planet.
The lame at Tokyo's National Stadium and
another cauldron burning along the waterfront
near Tokyo Bay throughout the games will be
sustained in part by hydrogen, the irst time the
Hydrogen fuel source is used to power an
Olympic lame.
The cauldron is designed by Canadian architect
Oki Sato.
His sun-inspired orb unfolds like petals from a
lower, which organizers say “embody vitality
and hope.”

PM meets Biden &
Kamala Harris
Culmination of 1st visit of PM Modi after being
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within national borders due to the worldwide
covid pandemic that keeps the humans reeling
under the threat to life and follow covid
appropriate behaviour. PM’s big dream Bharat
01 or Indian Air Force 01 akin to US President’s
Air Force One joined his leet, in the meantime.
But had to wait for a high pro ile visit to be
parked in US soil mirroring Biden’s lying of ice.
Albeit, the ceremony was not as tumultuous as
was his irst Madisson square during TrumpModi meeting. A Deputy Secretary had received
the PM along with Could be, the epoch visit was
just after pandemic receding. It was also a visit
that set the ball rolling for all international travel
to begin.
with a meeting with Vice President, Kamala
Harris appeared merely a formal engagement.
France’s President Emmanuel Macron too was
caught up in a bitter state with being excluded or
side lined from AUKUS – a trilateral engagement
as opposed to QUAD resulting from Prime
Minister Scott Morrison of Australia cancelling a
proposed $ 66 million diesel submarine deal
with France. Australia in contrast went to order
US and UK built Nuclear powered submarines.
France cancelled a meeting scheduled with
other AUKUS partners including Indian PM. The
tempers are frayed. PM Modi’s visit was also
probably get aligned with in A-UK-US but Biden
refused any other partners. Modi’s popularity
was shown to be over Biden and other top world
powers only in last month in a survey on most
popular leader. Does all this matter in foreign
policy and geopolitical alienation or inclusion?
Another foreign policy dimension behind the
changing geopolitical alignments especially by
US is the intent to any how control the rise of
China and or Asia’s economic development as a
counter balance to US hegemony, a challenge to
US’s dwindling number one position in the
world. In the wake of the lust of power, various
new military alliances are being forged
considering the changes that are emerging in
Asia.
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BLR Airport Becomes First in South Asia to
Commission Rosenbauer Fire ighting Simulator
Airport ire ighters can master the tactical use of Crash
Fire Tenders (CFTs) in a convenient and risk-free
environment
Oﬀers numerous scenarios to prepare for real emergencies
Operating controls oﬀer realistic experience
Facility is open to ire ighters from other Airports, State
Fire Departments, as well as Defence Forces
Bengaluru, November 22, 2021: Bangalore
International Airport Limited (BIAL) -- operator of
Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru
(BLR Airport) – has become the irst Airport in
South Asia to commission a Rosenbauer Tactical
Simulator, further strengthening its ire ighting
capabilities.
With this simulator, ire ighters can train in a
realistic environment, master the tactical use of
Rosenbauer Panther trucks as well as operate High
Reach Extendable Turrets (HRET) for extreme
aircraft ire emergencies.
The state-of-the-art facility will be open for
ire ighters from other airports (in India and
abroad), State Fire Departments and Defence
Forces.
The simulator provides Incident Commanders,
Crew Commanders and Lead Fire ighters an
opportunity to gain experience in the tactical use of
CFTs through turret control and application of
ire ighting agents, command and control, vehicle
operation and basic driving and positioning skills.
The simulator has a cockpit that matches every
detail of the Rosenbauer ire truck, providing a
realistic experience in operation of CFTs, including
all operating controls, from the steering wheel to
turret control, projected through multiple 55" HD
screens.
Fire ighters can be prepared for all kinds of aircraft
related emergencies as multiple scenarios can be
c u s to m i s e d . S i m u l a to r t ra i n i n g i n c re a s e s
professional competency of ire ighters as the
scenarios are realistic and sessions can be replayed
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for eﬀective evaluation.
To ensure the safety and security of all stakeholders,
including passengers and airlines, BIAL has added four
advanced Rosenbauer CFTs to its leet. Two Rosenbauer
Panther 6x6 trucks and two Rosenbauer Panther 8x8 trucks,
including two with HRETs were commissioned recently,
taking the overall number of CFTs in its leet to eight. BLR
Airport is the only airport in India to commission these hitech trucks with HRETs.
“At BLR Airport, our top priority is to maintain the highest
standards of safety and with the Rosenbauer CFTs, we are
well-equipped to ef iciently handle dif icult ire emergencies.
We believe in training our teams, equipping them with
advanced tools and modern technology, providing them with
hands-on experience and keeping them ready to contain any
possible emergencies. The tactical simulator will support in
strengthening our ire ighting capabilities even further,” said
Jayaraj Shanmugam, Chief Operating Of icer, BIAL.
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PM lays foundation for Asia's Largest
Airport at Jewar

The irst phase to be completed by 2024 will cost Rs. 5730
crores with one runway and one terminal building and
cargo terminal. The ceremony was grand with a gigantic
pandal, dias and some 3000 hoardings of PM and Yogi
Adityanath telling the tale of development all around the
Jewar Site.

Assam Cabinet : Residency & Language
essential for State PCS Applicants

In history of Uttar Pradesh, 25th November, 2021 will go
down as a special day when Prime Minister Modi laid
foundation of the largest airport in Asia. The airport
ultimately when complete in 4 phases will have 6 runways
and sprawl into 5,800 acres of land area. The irst phase
according to the PM, will be complete by 2024. That will
be close to the next Lok Sabha Elections.
On this occasion Jyotiraditya Scindia the Union Minister of
Civil Aviation in a statement stated that there were only
74 airports prior to 2014 but PM Modi developed 67
airports after 2014 to provide air connectivity in the
country. He also stated that there is going to be 34000
crore investments in airport alone which will guarantee
one lakh employment and development of industrial,
residential and economic activity around the Jewar
Airport. Other than investment in airport there is an
investment of close to Rs. 60,000 crore planned in next 10
years around Jewar which will transform the NCR region.
Scindia highlighted that "earlier the growth preceded
before putting any infrastructure. Now, the infrastructure
assures growth." Yogi Adityanath, the CM of UP was
present at the ceremony.
The step was to transform Uttar Pradesh and Building
New India. The airport will have integrated multimodal
cargo hub and will go a long way in reducing the cost and
time of logistics. The airport will serve people of Delhi,
Noida, Gaziabad, Aligarh, Agra & Faridabad. As the
capacity of Delhi gets saturated, Jewr will emerge as the
alternate second airport in the NCR region. With Jewar
being founded here UP will be the only state having 5
international airports claimed a spokesperson. Aerocity
on the lines of the existing one at Mahipalpur area is also
planned at Jewar.
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Assam Cabinet has passed a resolution making Assam
Residency & Assamese Language as an essential
requirement for sitting in State PCS exams. The applicants
have also been exempted from compulsory qualifying
papers in languages. Himanta Biswa Sarma, the Chief
Minister of Assam said that to be registered in the
Employment Exchange and sit for PCS exams these will be
the new norms.
At this rate, there is a lot of localisation being introduced
in North East states and elsewhere in state exams as well
as employment of locals to the extent of even 70 per cent
in some states. Will it give a sense of conservativeness
among the civil services which are supposed to be broad
and integrated services? Some examples of rift between
Assam-Mizoram-Nagaland-Meghalaya we have seen
which need to be relooked by the state CMs for a stronger
New India of PM Modi.

Adani Green Energy Limited - AGEL will
invest $ 70 bn during next 10 years

Adani Green Energy Limited - AGEL will invest $ 70 bn
during next 10 years and aims to be the largest developer
of solar power (renewable energy) source said Gautam
Adani. He also said that he will also be the largest and
cheapest manufacturer of clean Hydrogen Energy with 2
GW of annual production with investment of $ 20 bn by
2022-23. The biggest Port and airport owner Adani would
have close to 45 MW of solar power to its credit.
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COUNCIL FOR LEATHER EXPORTS
Smt. Anupriya Patel, Hon'ble Minister of State for
Commerce & industry laid the Stone for the
International Testing Laboratory in Kanpur . This
testing laboratory would be set-up as per the MOU
signed between Central Leather Research Institute
(CSIR-CLRI), an institution under Council for Scienti ic
and industrial Research (CSIR) and KLC Research
Council in the presence of the Hon'ble Minister .
The testing laboratory in Kanpur will be a major boon to
the leather industry in the region and will help in
meeting the testing requirements of export products as
per the stipulations of the overseas buyers.
The Leather Sector Skill Council (LSSC) has been
undertaking various skill development initiatives in the
Kanpur leather cluster. The LSSC had conducted
apprenticeship training for the youth in the Kanpur
cluster. The Hon'ble Minister awarded Skill Certi icates
of Leather Sector Skill Council to the youth who had
undergone the apprenticeship training recently.
Shri Ajay Kumar Singh Jaiki, Hon. Minister of Jail, Govt. of
Uttar Pradesh, Shri Sanjay Leekha, Chairman, Council
for Leather Exports (CLE) ; Shri Rajendra Kumar Jalan,
Vice Chairman, CLE ; Shri Mukhtarul Amin, Chairman,
KLC Research Council ; Shri P. R. Aqeel Ahmed,
Chairman, LSSC, Shri R. Selvam, Executive Director, CLE,
Shri Javed Iqbal, Regional Chairman-Central, CLE, Shri
Asad K Iraqi, COA Member, CLE, Shri Shakil Mirza, COA
Member, CLE, Shri Ashraf Rizwan, COA member, CLE,
Shri Ramesh Juneja, Regional Chairman – East, CLE, Shri
Motilal Sethi, Regional Chairman – North, CLE, Shri
AnwarulHaq, President, UPLIA, Shri Rakesh Suri, CRC
Member, Ms. Pallavi Dubey, Regional Director-Central,
CLE, and a large gathering of industry representatives
and stakeholders were present in the event.
Kanpur is a major leather cluster in the country with a
long history and success. Kanpur has the distinction of
being the largest manufacturing base of industrial
safety boots & saddlery & harness items in the country,
besides being a major production centre for inished
leather and value added leather products and footwear.
This cluster has also been noti ied as a “Town of Export
Excellence” in the Foreign Trade Policy and Kanpur
district been enlisted for “Leather Products” under “One
District One Product” scheme of Government of Uttar
Pradesh.
Kanpur is playing its vital role in the growth of leather
industry in the country. Export of leather, leather

products and footwear from Kanpur cluster was to the
tune of Rs.5208 crore during 2019-20 and the total
production of these items from Kanpur cluster is about
Rs.6000 crore per annum. The leather industry in
Kanpur employs about 5 lakh people, both directly and
indirectly.
The leather industry in Kanpur cluster has taken a
signi icant step for increasing production levels by
taking initiatives for establishment of Mega Leather,
Footwear & Accessories Development Cluster (MLFAC).
The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal
Trade (DPIIT) has already given in-principle approval
for this MLFAC in Kanpur. With the setting-up of MLFAC,
export from Kanpur will increase signi icantly in the
coming years, besides generation of employment
opportunities for the youth.
In order to facilitate sustainable growth and
development of the leather industry in the country, Shri
Sanjay Leekha, Chairman, Council for Leather Exports
has requested the consideration of the following
support measures.
Many large brands and manufacturers would like to
increase sourcing from India and the time is right to
push for higher scales of production. A leather park
scheme could provide the needed impetus. Hence,
Leather sector may be covered in a Leather park scheme
on similar lines of scheme announced for textile parks,
as there is substantial similarity between textile and
leather industry.
In order to achieve higher production and also attract
domestic and overseas investments, the leather
industry needs the Production Linked Incentive Scheme
(PLI) support.
In order to enhance our exports to brands,
reinstatement of the Basic Customs Duty exemption on
wet blue, crust and inished leathers is requested
In order to meet the additional working capital
requirements of the industry to meet their export
commitments, additional credit with lower interest
rates and lexible repayment options may be
considered.

Shri Mukhtarul Amin, Former Chairman, CLE
addressed the session and expressed sincere thanks to
Hon'ble Minister of State Ms. Anupriya Patel for her
gracious presence in today's event. He mentioned that
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laboratory being inaugurated today. He mentioned that
leather industry has immense potential for the
domestic as well export front. Hence, with enormous
support on technology and skill from Government it
can be grown more.

leather industry is struggling in reviving its previous
glory in absence of government's schemes. With
proper support from Government on the various
issues, the Leather industry may achieve the export
target swiftly. He urged Hon'ble Minister of State,
MoC&I, GoI for necessary consideration of the industry
issues.
He apprised about the international testing laboratory
which has immense signi icance in rendering various
testing facilities to the manufacturer exporters of
leather and leather products. Such services are indeed
need of the hour and hence availability of such testing
facilities within region will facilitate to the exporters in
achieving their trade goals. He highlighted various
issues concerned with the leather industry including
removal of import duty of inished leather, expedite
processing for approval of MLC Ramaipur, Kanpur and
enhancement of funding support of IDLS Scheme
under IFLADP outlay. He said quantum of assistance
should be enhanced from 30 percent to 50 percent.
Shri P. R. Aqeel, Chairman, Leather Sector Skill Council
welcomed all distinguished guests and industry
members. He apprised about that Leather Sector Skill
Council's contribution in skilling to workforce
connected with the leather sector. LSSC is playing vital
role in order to facilitate development of skilled human
resources required for sustained growth of the leather
and leather products industry and identify & develop
QP/National Occupational Standards (NOSs) for all
shop- loor roles in the sector. He mentioned LSSC's key
initiative which includes Ecosystem development,
content development, and training of trainers, training
programmes, placement & certi ications. He expressed
best wishes to all the apprentices who have been
awarded by LSSC by presenting certi icates of training.
On this occasion Director, CLRI also addressed the
session and apprised about signi icance of the testing
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Ms. Anupriya Patel, Hon'ble Minister of State for
Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India
welcomed all distinguished guests, industry members
and participants. She added today is proud and
happiest moment as Kanpur is my home town. She
expressed sincere gratitude and appreciated industry
members for establishment of international testing lab
dedicated for the leather fraternity existing in and
around Kanpur region. Kanpur region has special
identity being a major leather cluster of India. This
region is known for his consistence contribution for the
exports segment and saddlery & harness is hub for the
manufacturing and exports.
The Uttar Pradesh Government is extended support for
the export growth and industrial development.
Kanpur, Unnao & Agra districts have included under
ODOP scheme which will give additional imputes
towards achieving the export goals. She added that
DGFT is planning to strengthen every district under
export hub known for making handicraft goods. She
added that CLRI, LSSC and other institutions are
playing vital role and backbone of the leather industry
in terms of skill, technology and training to workforce.
She assured all kind of support and redressal of their
concerns as raised by the leather fraternity today. She
mentioned Hon. Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra
Modi's vision to make every district as an export hub
for which DOC is planning to materialized by
identifying new markets and new products across
globe.
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BLR Airport Emerges as the No.1 Airport in the
Country for Perishable Shipment in FY 2020-21
BLR Airport has accounted for 31% of India's
perishable exports
Emerged as leading Airport in India for poultry
products and lower exports
24 airlines carried 48,130 Metric Tonnes of
perishables to 46 international destinations

The perishables, which also included vegetables
and fruits, was carried by 24 airlines to 46
international destinations. Doha was the top
destination, followed by Singapore, London and
Muscat. The round-the-clock support from Indian
Customs, Plant Quarantine of ice Bangalore,
APEDA and Karnataka State Agricultural Produce
Processing and Export Corporation
Limited (KAPPEC), Government of
Karnataka, has facilitated in creating
a robust business environment,
helping BLR Airport achieve this
milestone.
APEDA has been instrumental in
engaging with the perishable
exporters, understanding their
needs and in turn engaging with BLR
Airport to ensure the infrastructure
capabilities continue to grow with
the growing demand for perishables
exports globally. They have also
been instrumental in the promotion
of export-oriented production,
improving packaging standards,
training in various aspects of
perishable industries and assisting
perishable exporters with various
inancial assistance schemes.

Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru
(BLR Airport; www.bengaluruairport.com) has
emerged as the No.1 Airport in the Country for
perishable shipments. According to Agricultural
a n d P ro c e s s e d Fo o d P ro d u c t s E x p o r t
Development Authority(APEDA), BLR Airport has
processed 48,130 Metric Tonnes of perishables in
the Financial Year 2020-21, accounting for 31% of
India’s total perishable shipments. In the process,
BLR Airport has emerged as the leading Airport
for exports of poultry products and lowers during
the same period. It processed 28,182 Metric
Tonnes (MT) of poultry products and 1,296 MT of
lowers.
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“Perishable cargo has been one of the major
growth drivers for BLR Airport. Our cargo
infrastructure, powered with technology, provides
rapid distribution of perishable cargo, making
BLR Airport the preferred cargo airport in South
India. Our aim is to create an environment that
enables our cargo partners to introduce new
initiatives and facilities that cater to constantly
evolving demand,” said Mr. Satyaki Raghunath,
Chief Strategy and Development Of icer, BIAL.
“In line with the Hon’ble Prime Minister' svision to
double the farmers’ income as well as increasing
exports, APEDA has initiated several measures to
improve agriculture exports from the Country. We
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are collaborating with airports, exporters and
s t a ke h o l d e r s to u p g ra d e t h e c o l d - c h a i n
infrastructure which will further improve in the
quality of produce. We are delighted to see that
BLR Airport is becoming a preferred cargo airport
for agricultural exporters not only from within
Karnataka but also from across South India,” said
Dr. M. Angamuthu, Chairman, APEDA.
During the pandemic, BLR Airport facilitated
discussions between the trade and statutory
bodies from both Government of India (GOI) and
Government of Karnataka in a common forum to
discuss the policies and bene its of schemes like
Krishi Udaan from GOI for the perishable sector.
This resulted in creation of new markets for
farmers, which was essential to ensure that the
farm produce could reach consumers in farlungareas in a timely manner.

Additionally, Menzies Aviation Bobba Bangalore
too has a cold zone, with a capacity of 20,000 MT
per annum, and also the capability to handle 20
Unit Load Device (ULD) Pallets from 15 to 25
degrees Centigrade and 2 ULD for 2 to 8 degrees
Centigrade.
Currently, 14 dedicated freighters operate to and
from BLR Airport, and there is also additional belly
capacity in passenger aircraft. On an average, BLR
Airport has 30-33 daily freighter movements. The
current cargo capacity of BLR Airport is 715,000
Metric Tonnes (MT) annually, which is the largest
cargo processing capacity in South India. This is
expandable up to 850,000 MT. BIAL aims to
expand its cargo infrastructure to provide a
capacity of approx. 1.5 Million MT by mid-2030’s.

Ef icient Operations
With its conducive geographic location,
aided with robust infrastructure, operated
by AI SATS and Menzies Aviation Bobba
Bangalore, and adequate airline capacities to
key markets globally, BLR Airport has
transformed itself as the preferred choice for
perishable shipments in India. As a result,
growers/shippers from neighbouring states
prefer BLR Airport to transport their
produce.
Time always plays a critical part in
perishable logistics to ensure that products
reach their destination while still oﬀering
the same freshness, quality and appeal for
consumers. BIAL has made key tech-driven
interventions to ensure there is no
temperature excursion, reduce the handling
time and speed up clearance of
consignments. All farm-fresh commodities
reach their destinations within 24 hours of
harvest.
BLR Airport has a dedicated cold zoneAISATS Coolport - with the capacity to handle
40,000 MT per annum and temperature
zones ranging from -25 to +25 degrees
Centigrade under the same roof.
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inent lack
outs a erted
While some of the alleged news reports of coal
stocks plunging at lowest levels at 108 of 135
thermal power stations surfaced on 11 October,
2021, a lurry of war of statements and counter
statements followed in Indian media. It was said that
28 thermal power generation plants were with
extremely low stocks. India is to get back its 9.5%
growth given by RBI but how, is a logical question?
Along with if some state chief ministers including
Delhi wrote to govt of India of likelihood of blackout
in Capital, one cannot be ‘not scared. To Economic
Times, Energy Minister, R K Singh is reported to have
said"I can't say I am secure ...With less than three
days of stock, you can't be secure." It was touch and
go. When buﬀer drops below13 days to less than 2-3
days it should be precarious. During covid power
production was less, demand was less, railways
were closed, farm protests; mines inundated in
rains; even import of coal was reduced; Shipping
and logistics crisis, worldwide Ports were clogged,
supply chain disruptions, container manufacturing
reduced in china. high coal cost and high shipping
charges etc, all had combined for last 2 years, since
pandemic.
Natural gas price is 3 times in Europe; Power price
250 per cent up. Indian petrol diesel high price.
Petrol and diesel prices are increasing every day,
CNG is 60 per cent up. The price rise including of the
electricity is going to be a constant phenomenon
whether in West or India.
"Nobody expected economic growth to revive like
this and for energy demand to shoot up so quickly," R
K Singh had reportedly said. Later the energy
Minister assured the press that there was no coal
crisis and that he had made the power generation
and distribution companies to go through relevant
clauses in their contracts and not to create a panic.
He had lown to the coal mines and asked CIL and
others to increase production. With 70% power
needs being from thermal power, if the coal stocks
are not maintained, how India can increase its
manufacturing base?
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' rdnance Factories' to be
anaged by
orporate
o panies : oost to
defence production
PM Modi unveiled the blue print of a new order in
management of Ordnance Factories in India on 16th October,
2021. It is said that the ordnance factories were established
starting 1712 ago by Dutch &British. These had employed
some 84000 workers all over India. The ordnance factories
have been hived oﬀ to7 companies. In the meantime, the
employees of the erstwhile factories were protesting against
the move of the government .
PM Modi, while ushering the change, said that the ordnance
factories were not upgraded by previous governments, no
cutting edge technology was introduced. He has now given it
a kick start by hiving oﬀ to 7 companies who will take it
further to be a pioneer in world military markets. For the past
7 years, PM Modi claimed that defence exports had gone
325%.
Ordnance companies under the new order, Advanced
Weapons and Equipment India Limited, Troop Comforts Ltd,
Avani Armoured Vehicles, Munitions India Limited, India
Optel Limited, Gliders India Limited, Yantra India Limited,
have been given irm orders of Rs. 65,000 crore by three
armed forces.
Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), which had under its ambit 41
Indian Ordnance Factories, will now be called “Directorate of
Ordnance (Coordination & Services)” under the Department
of Defence Production (DDP) of Ministry of Defence, Govt of
India. The existing Indian Ordnance Factories have been
converted into 7 Defence Public Sector Undertakings
(DPSUs).
Highlights of Ordnance Factories : Ordnance Factories
B o a rd wa s t h e 3 7 t h - l a r g e s t d e f e n c e e q u i p m e n t
manufacturer in the world, 2nd-largest in Asia and the largest
in India. It had the distinction of the world's largest
government-operated production organisation. OFB was the
oldest organisation in India established over 200 years ago.
Its total sales were at US$3 billion ( 22,389.22 crores) in the
year 2020-21.
OFB was engaged in research, development, production,
testing, marketing and logistics of a product range in the
areas of air, land and sea systems. OFB consisted of forty-one
ordnance factories, nine training institutes, three regional
marketing centres and four regional controllers of safety,
which are spread all across the country. Every year, 18 March
till recently celebrated as the Ordnance Factory Day in India.
OFB was called the "Fourth Arm of Defence" and the "Force
Behind theArmed Forces" of India. Hope the lines that
eulogised the OFB and the wars that India won during OFB’s
long service will remain in the same esteem.
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National onetisation
ipeline A itab ant
Government announced National Monetisation
Pipeline Plan of garnering 6 Lakh Crore rupees to
fuel the hungry infrastructure development needs
of India during the next 5 years down to 2025-26.
But the economists and non so much educated had
many questions over the move who are opposed to
a private form of economy. Nirmala Sitharaman’s
defence is stout and CEO NITI Aayog furthers it
being the architect of development during Modi
regime.
Amitabh Kant is con ident the government will
privatise and also keep the Indian consumer in
mind. The objective of the government is to unlock
the tied up capital in the assets in the form of
public sector assets with private sector capital and
ef iciency. Government should be present in
strategic and core functions only is the tag-line of
disinvestment plan in power, gas ,railway, Roads &
highways, port, airport, shipping etc.
It also comes with various reforms one such was
roll back of the Retro tax in which Vedanta inally
got $1 bn settlement for withdrawal of cases and
avoidance of decrees by the international courts.
F

i uidity issues of e porters and
businesses largely addressed
wit t e cabinet announce ent
of capital infusion of s
r in
r A Sakt i el

resident F

Welcoming the decision of capital infusion of Rs
4400 Cr in ECGC over a period of 5 years, Dr A
Sakthivel, President, FIEO said that it is the most
timely move as the growing uncertainties and
liquidity in global trade are making exporters jittery
as defaults are growing. A leveraging ratio of 20
times will help ECGC to provide credit insurance
cover of Rs 88,000 Cr. This will further expand the
coverage of exports under ECGC, which is already

about 28%. This coupled with the decision of listing
ECGC through the IPO on the stock exchange will
enable ECGC to mobilize fresh capital from the
market either through the same IPO or
subsequently through a Follow-on Public Oﬀer
(FPO) and thereby help in increasing the Maximum
Liability cover from Rs 1 lakh currently to Rs 2.03
lakhs by FY 2025-26. Dr Sakthivel said that looking
into the brand value of ECGC, which has 85% share
of the credit insurance, he is con ident that the IPO
will be over subscribed.
While ECGC takes care of short term credit, the
increase in corpus of NEIA will bene it medium and
long term credit rolled out by the Exim Bank, said
President, FIEO The similar leveraging ratio of 1:20
will support project exports worth Rs 33,000 Cr at a
time when huge opportunities are unfolding for the
sector with gradual opening of economies.
The extension of ECLGS scheme till 31.3.2022 will
be extremely helpful, said FIEO Chief particularly as
some of the pending requests of FIEO have been met
by the Hon'ble Finance Minister. Existing borrowers
of ECLGS 1.0 and 2.0 can get additional credit up to
10% while those who have not availed any credit
can get up to 30% of credit outstanding as on
31.3.21. Similarly, those covered by ECLGS 3.0, who
have not availed any credit can get up to 40% of
credit outstanding as on 31.3.21. The change of the
cut oﬀ date from 29.2.2020 to 31.3.2021 will bene it
a large number of MSMEs aﬀected by the pandemic,
observed Dr Sakthivel.
All these decisions will help in easing the liquidity,
which has also been augmented with the release of
Rs 56,000 Cr by the Government earlier, besides
announcing RoDTEP and RoSCTL said President,
FIEO while thanking the Hon'ble Prime Minister,
Commerce & Industry and Textiles Minister and the
Finance Minister.
The Prime Minister address, along with CIM, EAM
and others, to exporters on 6th August, 2021
followed by release of all the pending claim and
rolling out of the rates for the new schemes has
motivated and enthused exporters, who will leave
no stone unturned to reach towards the milestone
of US$ 400 Bn merchandise exports in the current
inancial year.
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FSTC Becomes Fully Integrated
Flying Training Organisation of
India
anis
u ar anaging ditor infra
in
con ersation wit
apt asraon irector
FS
apt asraonsaid t at wit around
plus planes e pected to co e to ndia by
t e country faces a uge s ortage of skilled
pilots especially as and w en a iation rewinds
to pre co id le els n perfectionist ands of
apt asraon t e o founder FS
as co e far
in de eloping ost odern world class ilot
raining infrastructure in ndia
FTOs at Bhiwani and Narnaul Airports in
Haryana to have Brand New aircraft
From biggest Simulator based Pilot Training facilities
at Gurugram & Hyderabad, FSTC has now embarked on
creating Niche airport based Flying Training
Organisations to prepare competent Pilots. A hangar
each with most sophisticated equipment, leet of 10
new Cessna 172 trainer aircraft, state of art simulators,
most experienced Instructors are the highlights of new
FTOs Plan under FSTC.

Hyderabad Airport facilities. Now it will have its own
forward link to conduct lying which is essential to
become a commercial Pilot.

How do you maintain edge over other FTOs?
Basraonsays, “to turn out best trained aviation
professionals, FSTC remains constantly in discussion
with various regulatory and statutory bodies to ind
means to make the process of imparting training as
s e a m l e s s a s p o s s i b l e fo r o u r d o m e s t i c a n d
international clients.

FSTC's aim?
Our vision is to be a an integrate premier aviation
training establishment. We oﬀer high-quality training
which is duly endorsed by DGCA, Govt of India and
French Aviation Regulator, EASA, FAA etc. The training
is time bound, in a safe and ef icient manner so as to
turn out a fully competent trained pilot in 18 months as
against 2-3 years by other institutes. Our aim is to do it
at least cost. We are pround our costs are 40-50%
cheaper than our counterparts.

Advantages to airlines to train pilots at FSTC?
The 4 FTOs are planned to meet world standards as per
DGCA, EASA and other international benchmarks. A
hangar, latest 10 brand new Cessna 172 aircraft stateof-the-art simulators are in the plans. The facility at
Bhiwani is going to be the irst show case of India's
capability in Pilot Training under the FSTC which has
established its brand not only in India but also in the
world.
With the vision of fostering a pipeline of well-trained
Pilots meeting world standards When FSTC opened its
irst state of art Pilot Training Simulators at Manesar
Gurugram, Haryana, no one would have imagined this
would grow into a multi-location state of art centres
leading to airport based pioneer FTO at Bhiwani. The
facility at Bhiwani is a full ledged Flying Traing
Organization which has been taken on lease by FSTC
from the Government of Haryana for 5 years. A hangar
is being built to house 10 brand new Cessna aircraft to
be used by trainee pilots for lying. So far, FSTC was
conducting Simulator training at its Gurugram and
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We oﬀer airlines a light training location close to their
home operating base, in India and abroad. That brings
signi icant savings on their training budget
investment, making overall training cost-competitive
and even improves the availability of critical training
needed for their staﬀ including periodical recurring
training requirements, Said Capt. Basraon.

You have surmounted many hurdles in your 7
year ourney. Are there still some?
Yes, Government of India and Regulatory authorities
have understood various suggestions of ours and a
number of improvements have been made in
procedures to facilitate pilot training ef iciency and cut
down red tape. Yet some concerns do remain regarding
improving sustainability of FTOs like taxation on
training. I must say, “MoCA& DGCA have been
extremely forthcoming in supporting pilot training
institutes.”

What change do you see in regulatory scene?

“I must say, “there is a continuous dialogue between
FTOs, Ministry of Civil Aviation, DGCA, regulatory and
policy makers which is excellent for formulating
conducive policies for developing and reviving the
training environment in Indian aviation.

How do we revive pre-covid level aviation?
Net eﬀect of Covid on the aviation business world over
has been catastrophic. But, businesses and society both
have come out during the receding threat after a severe
2nd wave. Domestic lights are almost 75-80 per cent.
International traf ic will also follow suit shortly. That
would be a big boost to revive our aviation towards precovid levels. Holiday destinations and tourism is yet
restricted. Govt is slowly opening schools too.
“In my opinion, once we re-open the schools, colleges
and institutions, our aviation industry will be up and
come in full-swing, money will start lowing, tourism
will come up, economy will come up and in turn
Aviation will bounce back.”

Have you overcome the downturn in training
activity?
In covid FSTC business came down to 50 60% and we
had to balance our expenditure. But, slowly it is
reviving as industry realized unless we restart, we
cannot survive. Money is now rotating.

What absolute support measures are you
looking for and from who?
Governments clear directions towards giving more
relief to middle income group, SME businesses will
require a kick oﬀ the economy. Currently, three sectors
are most aﬀected- Education, Tourism and Aviation. If
Government give relief and boost to these sectors then
things will de initely start moving. Opening
international travel directly from India to world over
will be a big and encouraging step.
F C Flight imulation echni ue Centre , a premier
aviation training establishment oﬀering high- uality
training duly endorsed by
C and
. F C is the
most advanced ull light simulation training provider
and with Flying raining at hiwani airport, it is the
pioneer integrated pilot training nstitute with plans to
induct
Cessna ircra t in ndia. t is ndia s irst
standalone pproved raining rgani ation
by
C and the only approved
by the uropean
viation a ety gency
. F C today has various
simulator types to ul il the diverse re uirements o
ma ority o the airlines in ndia and ad oining countries..
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TPCI organises India-Russia Ceramic
Buyers-Sellers Meet
Trade Promotion Council of India successfully organised the
India-Russia Ceramic Buyers Sellers Meet on October 5, 2021
in Moscow in collaboration with the Embassy of India in
Moscow. This was the irst visit of ceramic and tiles exporters
to Russia post the pandemic. The BSM was inaugurated by Ms.
Gina Uika, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of India in
Moscow. Also present during the inauguration were Asim
Vohra, First Secretary, Embassy of India, Moscow; Naveen
Chaudhary, Second Secretary, EoI Moscow and Faraz Khan,
Assistant Director, Trade Promotion Council of India.
Speaking at the inauguration Ms Gina Uika, said '' Russia is a
growing market for ceramics which Indian tiles manufactures
can easily leverage. Russia imports a substantial quantity of
ceramics products from the overseas market, which Indian
exporters should see as a strong potential market. With Make
in India and Atmamnirbhar Bharat policy, India can very well
increase its footprint in this sector.
Thirty prominent Ceramics and Tiles Exporters companies
with 40 member delegation from India. More than 50 buyers
visited the show and engaged with participants during the
BSM. Few of the prominent buyers which visited the BSM
included; Kerasol LLC, Rusplitka, Mosplitka, Galion Trade
House, DonCream, Neva Trading, StoryGranit, EuroInterior,
BaltikHouse, Nanaosan, etc.
In a statement TPCI said, “The burgeoning ceramic market of
Russia is a big opportunity for Indian exporters to capitalize
trade.”In terms of value, India's total exports of ceramic stood
at US$ 1.9 billion in 2020. During 2016-20, India's ceramic
exports have grown at a Compounded Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 17.5%. Russia is the world's 12th largest importer
of ceramic products, with its import demand increasing at a
CAGR of 7.5% during 2016-20.
Russia's total import of ceramics from the world in 2020 stood
at US$ 932 million. Furthermore, India's supply to this
market has increased from US$ 10.7 million in 2016 to US$
32.9 million in 2020.A report by the Directorate General of
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (DGCI&S) has
identi ied ceramic products as a highly potential sector to
boost India's exports to Russia. In 2020, India was the 5th
largest exporter of Ceramic products, accounting for 3.5% of
world exports.

PNGRB - ATF Pipeline from
Palwal to Jewar Airport
While the irst tranche of 1334 hectares of land has been
acquired by YEIDA for Noida International Airport, PNGRB
laid 36 kms of 2.5MTPA Palwal-Jewar underground ATF (Air
Turbine Fuel) pipeline to supply fuel for aircraft at Jewar. The
pipeline will be as a on non-discriminatory, common carrier
basis to be used by all suppliers at injection point at Palwal.
IOC is developing the common user facility. Another ATF
pipeline is in progress from Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust
(JNPT) to the under construction Navi Mumbai International
Airport.
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Bangalore International Airport
Limited and Microsoft India launch
the 'BIAL Genie Hackathon' to
develop a super app for passengers
To foster technology-led innovation and seamless
passenger experiences, Bangalore International
Airport Limited (BIAL) — operator of Kempegowda
International Airport, Bengaluru (BLR Airport) has
partnered with Microsoft India for the ‘BIAL Genie
Hackathon’ to develop an app using Microsoft Azure.
The hackathon invites professional developers, data
scientists, data engineers and hackathon enthusiasts to
participate in this challenge and design innovative
solutions that will improve the end-to-end passenger
experience at BLR Airport.
The hackathon which commenced on October 27 and
will end on January 21, 2022, will allow developers to
leverage a wide array of Microsoft Azure services to
improve a passenger’s experience across diﬀerent
stages of their journey – starting from planning the
journey and boarding the light to arriving at their
destination airport. Following the hackathon,
developers will showcase their solutions and
shortlisted participants will submit their prototypes
with all supporting documents which will be evaluated
by the jury. Shortlisted teams will be provided Azure
credits, technical resources, and mentoring sessions by
Microsoft subject matter experts (SMEs). The winning
teams will be announced on January 24, 2022, with the
winner and runner up being awarded cash rewards of
INR 1.5 lakhs and INR 1 lakh respectively.
This initiative is in line with BIAL’s consistent eﬀorts to
develop a superior customer service that enables
passengers to have a simple, seamless, and engaging
travel journey while lying through BLR Airport. BIAL
has been the recipient of multiple awards including
Airports Council International (ACI) Airport Service
Quality and the prestigious ACI Director General’s Roll
of Excellence for 2020.
Commenting on the partnership with Microsoft,
George Fanthome, Chief Information Of icer, BIAL, said,
“At BIAL, we are embedding innovative technologies
across BLR Airport to continuously introduce solutions
through a digital transformation of our airport
operations. We are excited to partner with Microsoft to
conduct the BIAL Genie Hackathon which will help us
in developing new solutions that deliver seamless
passenger experiences.”
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Shivir Chordia, Azure Business Group Lead, Microsoft
India, said, ‘’Empowering more people to unleash their
potential remains a priority at Microsoft. We are
delighted to partner with BIAL for the Genie Hackathon
– an opportunity for programmers and developers to
use Azure’s cloud computing technology and design a
unique and comfortable passenger experience that will
transform the travel experience for next generation
travellers.”
To foster technology-led innovation and seamless
ration

Air India comes back in TATA Fold :
100% autonomy, One of the irst NMP
deals
18000 crores rings in GoI's
co ers
15,362crore debt and 2,700 crores up front in govts.
kitty clears one successful fully privatised public sector
asset that failed to sell in many a attempts in the past 4
years. The bargain came at 18000 crores in an
articulated deal to keep brand‘Air India’ in the hands of
an Indian. An emotional restoration of Tatas who irst
loated airline at the very dawn of civil aviation. The
pioneer of Indian Aviation, ‘JRD’ is no more but ‘Ratan’
is carrying the legacy.
TATA gets many more things in hard and soft assets for
the amount they gave govt has promised 118 aircraft
will be kept serviceable consisting of most modern
aircraft dreamliners, Airbus & Boeing 737s;pay
outstanding bills to the extent of 1,600 crore; debt
until handing over @ 20crore per day (as per Tuhin
Kanta Pandey, DIPAM Secretary); 50% Air India
Express; 50% AISATS; goodwill of 70 years(19322021), large international of ice network, domestic air
network, Star Alliance. Al that is the capital gain in the
interregnum that Tata was away from Air India. The
government kept debt in excess of 15,362 crores to
itself. Entrerprise value was accepted around12,000
crores (which according to experts appears to be much
more) committee that steered the deal to its inal and
conclusion.
Indigo will be the most aﬀected domestically and
Emirate’s Tim Clark has accepted it as a future
competition. Air India has to take it’s share from among
the existing airlines nationally & internationally with
TATA organisational edge.
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More than 9.8 billion mouths will be there to feed by
2050 informs a UN prediction. Currently there are 7.6
billion mouths to feed and growing rapidly. Such a
population growth would strain global food supplies,
too little for too many.
Genetically modi ied crops and AI-driven agriculture is
a way to increasing crop yields in modern economies
but Ammonia is a key ingredient of the fertilizer which
helps produce food for many developing economies.
Since plants absorb more nitrogen than any other
element ammonia is the most important nutrient for
growing crops. A UN report forecast puts total global
demand for nitrogen to increase by 6% by 2022. This
extra nitrogen need depends on availability of
Ammonia, a chemical compound where nitrogen is
found in high concentration. Therefore, greater access
to fertilizer is essential for feeding world communities
As Ammonia production is vital in providing suf icient
fertilizer to feed the planet's growing population, US is
engaged in building world's biggest ammonia facility in
Texas. The Gulf Coast Ammonia (GCA) plant in Texas,
will use traditional steam methane reforming to
produce ammonia. When operations begin in 2023 at
GCA plant, it will have capacity to produce 1.3 MMT
Ammonia per annum (3600 tons per day) for in house
consumption & exports to Ammonia consuming
countries. It will add to an annual global Ammonia
supply to 180 MMT.
The scale of producing Ammonia is gigantic. As it will
require some large kits, including some of the world's
biggest ammonia compressor trains, engineers from
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Compressor International
Corporation (MCO-I) are busy to deliver API617 multistage centrifugal synthesis gas and ammonia
refrigeration compressor trains for the GCA project.

To contribute to forecasted global annual growth of
ammonia market of just over 2% during 2021-25 a
number of large size centralized plants are being built
around the world. Mitsubishi Heavy Compressors
International (MCO)-I compressors are being
delivered to ammonia projects in countries like China,
Russia and India.
Producing 48 MMT Ammonia in 2019, China is both

largest producer and consumer of ammonia. China
produces four times Ammonia its nearest rival Russia
(12.5 million tonnes) followed by India at 11 million
metric tons and US at 9.8 million metric tonnes. US too
imports a part of its Ammonia needs from across the
world. It is important to note that India can up its
Ammonia production easily to match or surpass that of
China and increase its footprint in a futuristic
Ammonia based agricultural economy.
Ammonia is the 2nd largest most produced chemical in
the world @ 2% of the total global fossil fuel use. The
process of production of Ammonia currently generates
more than 420 million tonnes of CO2 annually which is
diametrically opposite goals of increasing fertilizer
production vis a visreducingCO2 emissions at the same
time as a climate goal.
The Mitsubishi Heavy Industries a pioneer in the
process is using CCUS - Carbon Capture and Storage
Systems to reduce CO2 emissions, is heavily invested in
producing green ammonia by using hydrogen
produced from renewable electricity plants in US and
Australia.
Future of CO2 Capture& Storage Tech Drax an energy
company is working with Deep Branch, a CO2 recycling
company at its bioenergy power plant in Yorkshire,
England and exploring ways of using CO2 emissions to
produce a single cell protein (SCP) that can replace
conventional livestock feed like ishmeal and
soyabeans. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries will also
provide Captured CO2 from its Drax Power Station to
Deep Branch as one of several innovative bioenergy
with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) projects at
the renewable electricity plant.
To permanently store captured carbon under sea, Drax
is working with Deep Branch to explore the use of CO
to produce SCPs. The company expects a proportion of
the captured CO could be converted into proteins,
creating a closed-loop carbon cycle.
The International Energy Agency has singled out
BECCS-Projects as the most mature carbon removal
technologies. By scaling up BECCS, Drax could deliver
millions of tonnes of negative emissions annually a
signi icant proportion which UK needs to reach its
2050 net zero goals.
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Gati Shakti is an extension of
holistic governance - PM Modi
Launches' Gati-Shakti'

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched PM
Gati Shakti – National Master Plan for multimodal connectivity. Addressing the gathering,
the Prime Minister noted the auspicious day of
Ashtami, the day of worshipping Shakti and said
that on this auspicious occasion, speed of
nation's progress is also getting new Shakti.
He said that with the resolve of aatmnirbhar
Bharat, the foundation of India for the next 25
years is being laid today. PM Gati Shakti National
Master plan will take the con idence of India to
the pledge of aatmnirbharta. “This Masterplan
will give impetus (Gati Shakti) to 21st century
India,” the Prime Minister said.
The Prime Minister stressed that the people of
India, Indian industry, Indian business, Indian
manufacturers, Indian farmers are at the center
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of this great campaign of Gati Shakti. It will give
new energy to the present and future generations
of India to build the India of the 21st century and
will remove the obstacles in their path.
The Prime Minister said that over the years, the
signage 'work in progress' became the symbol of
lack of trust, He said progress requires speed,
eagerness and collective eﬀorts. Today's, 21st
century India, he said, is leaving behind old
systems and practices.“ Today's mantra is –'Work
For Progress' ; Wealth for Progress ; Plan for
progress ; Preference for progress.”
P M also inaugurated the New Exhibition
Complex at Pragati Maidan. Union Ministers, Shri
Nitin Gadkari, Shri Piyush Goyal, Shri Hardeep
Singh Puri, Shri Sarbananda Sonowal, Shri
Jyotiraditya Scindia and Shri Ashwini Vaishnaw,
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Shri R K Singh, Chief Ministers, Lieutenant
Governors, State Ministers eminent
industrialists were present on the occasion.
The Prime Minister said that due to the wide gap
between macro planning and micro
implementation problems of lack of
coordination, lack of advance information,
thinking and working in silos are leading to
hampered construction and wastage of budget.
Shakti gets divided instead of getting multiplied
or enhanced, he said. PM Gati Shakti National
Master Plan will address this as working on the
basis of the master plan will lead to optimum
utilisation of resources.
He recalled 2014 when he took over as Prime
Minister when he reviewed hundreds of stuck
projects and put all projects on a single platform
and tried to remove hurdles. He expressed
satisfaction that now the focus is on avoiding
delays due to lack of coordination. The Prime
Minister said now with the whole of government
a p p r o a c h , t h e c o l l e c t ive p o w e r o f t h e
government is being channelled into ful illing the
schemes. Because of this, many un inished
projects are being completed for decades now, he
said.
The Prime Minister remarked that the PM Gati
Shakti Master Plan not only brings together the
government process and its various stakeholders
but also helps to integrate diﬀerent modes of
transportation. “This is an extension of holistic
governance”, he said.
The Prime Minister elaborated upon the steps
taken to increase the speed of infrastructure
development in India. He said that the irst
interstate natural gas pipeline in India was
commissioned in 1987. After this, till 2014, i.e. in
27 years, a 15,000 km long natural gas pipeline
was built. Today, work is going on for a more than
16,000 km long gas pipeline across the country.
He added that this work is targeted to be
completed in the next 5-6 years.

The Prime Minister said in the 5 years before
2014, only 1900 km of railway lines underwent
doubling. In the last 7 years, more than 9
thousand kilometres of railway lines have been
doubled. In the 5 years before 2014, only 3000
km of railways were electri ied. In the last 7 years,
more than 24000 kilometres of railway tracks
have been electri ied, Shri Modi informed.
The Prime Minister said before 2014, the metro
rail was running on only about 250 km of track.
Today the metro has been expanded up to 700 km
and work is going on in the 1000 km new metro
route. In the ive years before 2014, only 60
panchayats could be connected with optical ibre.
In the last 7 years, we have connected more than
1.5 lakh gram panchayats with optical ibre.
The Prime Minister said in order to increase the
income of the farmers and ishermen of the
country, the infrastructure related to processing
is also being expanded rapidly. In 2014, there
were only 2 Mega Food Parks in the country.
Today 19 Mega Food Parks are functioning in the
country. Now the target is to take their number to
more than 40. There were just 5 waterways in
2014, today India has 13 functional waterways.
Turnaround time of the vessels at the ports has
come down to 27 hours from 41 hours in 2014.
He said that the country has realised the pledge of
One Nation One Grid. Today India has 4.25 lakh
circuit kilometre power transmission lines
compared to 3 lakh circuit kilometers in 2014.
The Prime Minister expressed the hope that with
the development of quality infrastructure, India
can realize the dream of becoming the business
c a p i t a l o f I n d i a . H e s a i d o u r g o a l s a re
extraordinary and will require extraordinary
eﬀorts. In realizing these goals, PM Gati Shakti
will be the most helpful factor. Just as JAM (Jan
Dhan, Aadhar, Mobile) trinity revolutionized the
access of government facilities to the people, PM
Gati Shakti will do the same for the ield of
Infrastructure, he added.
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ecarbonising S ipping :

ndustry eaders back apid ntroduction
of
The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
has adopted the GHG strategy to reduce
international shipping's total annual GHG
emissions by at least 50% of 2008 levels by 2050.
International shipping accounts for about 2.2% of
all global greenhouse gas emissions, according to
the U.N. international maritime organisation's
most recent data.
Under UN-Sustainable Development Goal 13, IMO
will take mandatory measures to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases from shipping
under IMO's Pollution Prevention Treaty
(MARPOL) – the Energy Ef iciency Design Index
(EEDI) mandatory for new ships and the Ship
Energy Ef iciency Management Plan (SEEMP)
The signatories to the new initiative are convinced
decarbonisation of shipping industry is possible
with the private sector working with
governments. Over 150 leadin g shipping
magnates favour decisive government action to
attain net zero emissions in international shipping
by 2050. The industry leaders even want
introduction of market-based measures by 2025.
Market Based Measures (MBM) were earlier not
acceptable.
Signatories such as A.P. Moller – Maersk, BHP, BP,
BW LPG, Cargill, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering, Euronav, GasLog, Hapag-Lloyd,
Mitsui OSK Lines, MSC Mediterranean Shipping
Company, Panama Canal Authority, Port of
Rotterdam, Rio Tinto, Shell, Tra igura, Ultranav,
Volvo, and Yara have urged world leaders to align
shipping industry with the Paris Agreement
climate goals of net zero emissions.
Henriette Hallberg Thygesen, CEO, leet and
strategic brands, A.P. Moller – Maersk, stressed the
need for introducing a market-based measure to
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close the competitiveness gap between fossil and
zero emission fuels of today and the carbon
neutral fuels of tomorrow.
“Signatories favour a global carbon levy on marine
fuels, to drive decarbonisation and investment in
zero emission fuels and vessels. The time for
action is now,” said Jeremy Weir, executive
chairman and CEO at Tra igura.
Industry Leaders have called on world leaders to
commit to decarbonising international shipping
by 2050 and deliver a clear and equitable
implementation plan to achieve it when adopting
the revised IMO GHG Strategy in 2023.They also
want governments to support industrial scale zero
emission shipping projects through national
action.
IMO's strategy is to reduce CO2 emissions per
transport work, as an average across international
shipping, by at least 40% by 2030, pursuing eﬀorts
towards 70% by 2050 over 2008 levels. Minimum
reduction of emissions is targeted at 50% by 2050.
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anufacturers told to o er

bio fuel e icles

At an event hosted by domestic brokerage Elara Capital in Mumbai, Nitin Gadkari,
Minister of Road Transport & Highways said, "We are committed to delivering vehicles
with lex engine norms. “We have taken a decision and we will make it mandatory by
which there will be a lex-engine," he said. "Within six months, we will give orders for
making lex engines mandatory." Gadkari further said that state-run oil marketing
companies have already been ordered to oﬀer bio-fuels at the same outletswhich are
selling petrol and diesel.
Nitin Gadkarisaid India will make it mandatory for auto manufacturers to oﬀer vehicles
running 100 per cent on bio-fuels in the next six months. This will be cost-eﬀective for
consumers, who are hassled by the high petrol prices, the minister said, pointing as a
litre of bio-ethanol costs Rs 65 as against Rs 110 for petrol. The alternative bio-fuel is
less polluting and saves foreign exchange for the country.
He informed that manufacturing of electronic vehicles is also on at a fast pace across categories. He said that there will be a
lood of such automobiles on the roads in a year.In the next ive years, he wants India to be the leading auto manufacturing hub
in the world oﬀering vehicles with all types of fuels for the world. The recently launched vehicle scrappage policy will help in
sourcing of raw materials. Eﬀorts are also underway on using hydrogen as a fuel, and to tap the gas from sea water and sewage
water.
On PM's National Monetisation Pipeline, Gadkari said that the NHAI has already been undertaking monetisation. NHAI has
raised over Rs 40,000 crore. He is con ident about achieving the target of raising Rs 1.60 lakh crore from the roads sector
included in the national monetization plan. is closer to making its of icial debut in India after it received approval to make or
import four models in the South Asian nation.
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HPCL has more than 18,000 outlets all over the country and all the oil companies put together have more than 75,000. EV
infrastructure at petrol stations will be a big boost to EV space.As we are transitioning from ICE to eVs, ICE will continue to be
there for a time. During transitioning hybrid vehicles with both electric and fuel power are a viable gap idea.
Similarly, with Tata Power's presence in more than 100 cities with EV presence in the largest number of EV charging stations in
the country of approx. Around half of the public charging stations are owned by Tata Power currently.
Tata Power is partnering with HPCL and others in similar businesses - including shopping malls, coﬀee shops to bring in a clean
energy ecosystem. With HPCL Tata Power is talking to adding solar panels at their illing stations so they become charging
stations while also green energy to the bunk. Tata Power is looking for leveraging EV the market with HPCL.
An alibi that coal ired power plants are bad and countries are being forced to close them in the road to ful il CO2 emission levels,
coal has been there since power generation started.It may still be there for two decades or more. Transitioning from coal is to be
continuous. We need to ensure that clean, green, aﬀordable and consistent energy is available to everyone.
Scope of EVs in India?
EV penetration in India has started in a big way. Recent reports say 1.18 lakh eVs were sold during 2021. It almost tripled since
previous two years. Similar number is shown on the two wheeler sales which is a rallying point for EVs. Three years back, two
wheelers used to cost more than a lakh the price is coming down with FAME and Subsidy.
In Public transport EVs have best applicability.That space taken by EVs can reduce road CO2 emissions drastically. Experiments
are going on even to electrify trains and aeroplanes. Nitin Gadkari is wooing Tesla to manufacture in India. He is even prepared to
lobby with govt for bene its of lesser customs and excise levies which Elon has been demanding. TATAs, Mahindra have already
ventured in EVS. In the next three to ive years there will be a large number of manufacturers and huge variety in diﬀerent
segments. Ford which has folded its production lines in India is also in talks by Chief Minister, Stalin for take over their Plant in
Chennai by TATA Motors. TATA is investing almost 12000 crores in EV space.
An entry level vehicle in Rs5-10 lakh range is being the thought process with many EV manufacturers. It will catapult EV sales.
Besides, India can be a e-battery storage hub as well as for semiconductor chips to succeed in this rising sector. Therefore, we can
see a lurry of EV manufacturers, demand and sales of EVs in India to unprecedented levels by 2025.
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